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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Historical Perspective; 
The family in Islam is indeed a controversial topic 
which should be handled with care. Unlikt the theological 
approach which exclusively deals with the subject from a 
religio-normative point of view, the sociological approach 
has to strike a balance in observing the facts in their 
proper perspective and at the same time analysing them as 
objectively as possible. This dissertation is a modest 
attempt at analysing the family in Islam from a sociological 
point of view. 
More than two decades ago, Murdock (1965) observed that 
the term family was ambiguous, ^nd that the term was aoplied 
indiscriminately to several social groups, "hich desoite several 
functional similarities, showed important points of difference. 
This was perhaps due to the overlapping of kinship and family 
boundaries and the inherent difficulty of setting a universally 
acceptable definition. 
Even before Murdock many philosophers and sociologists 
have, at various times, examined the origin of the family. 
Forerunners like Morgan, McLenan and Lewis were, however, 
neither philosophers nor sociologists. Yet their treatises on 
the forms of societal structure, the theories regarding the 
origin of family and forms of marriage provided tremendous 
insight to the later philosophers and sociologists. Infact, 
both Marx, and later £ngels quote extensively from Morgan and 
have based much of their theories on the origin of family on 
material taken from Morgan's "Ancient Society". If we examine 
Morgan's, Marx's and Engels' view, we find that Morgan differed 
in his methodological approach from Marx and Engels. Morgan 
based his study on the material which he collected from the 
Iroquois Indians living in the state of New York, and later 
collected material from other Indian tribes. Morgan in his 
book "Ancient Society'' devotes an entire chapter to the analysis 
of five successive forms of family: The consanguine (based on 
material from Hawaii), the puna luan (each spouse had a right 
to take a second partner referred to as punalual,the syndyasmian 
(pairing), the patriarchal and finally the modern monogamous 
family. On the other hand, Marx and Engels analysed primitive 
society on the basis of dialectical materialistic conceot of 
history. 
Both Morgan and Engels however, independently identified 
the gens as the basis of the clan structure. Morgan tried to 
understand the core of primitive society through the diversity 
of the gentile and tribal structure. Engels' book ''The Origin 
of Family" is an extraordinary combination of the approaches of 
Morgan and Marx. Morgan traced human progress through barbarism 
to civilization (economies, the family, government and oroperty) 
and treated them as parallej phenomena. Engels who basec its 
analysis on historical mateiialism, identified the economic 
structure as the main line of development. The economic 
structure obiectively ^erveo as the foundation for ai *-,n- .^ hp r 
aspects of progress. He emphasized the production of instruments 
of labour, and described the link between the development of 
social production and the evolution of forms of marriage and 
family relations. 
Interestingly enough, Morgan, Marx and Engels consider 
the system of kinship as the focal point of the world view of 
the members of primitive society, vhich is ranged alongside the 
political, juridical, religious and philosophical systems in 
general. They considered these systems to have merged in later 
periods. It was on this basis that Marx explained the evolution 
of mythology (which was the ideal reflection of the kinship 
system) into religion. 
This has been borne out by other anthropologists and 
sociologists like Ourkheim, Weber, Radcliffe-Brown and Levi-
Strauss, who in one way or the other reiterated that religion 
is one of the most important institutions in both primitive 
and modern society. Radcliffe-Brown considered religion as an 
important and essentia] part of the social machinery. Religion 
prescribes the way of life. In both primitive and modern 
religion, the prescribed norms, customs and laws are either 
implicit or explicit. Since religion is considered to be the 
pivot arouna which ttv institution of family rotates, it is 
directly controlle(~? by religious ethic. 
Literature r(^j -r.inq to the family in Islam can oe classi-
fied into three a.-ur ,-tfaories- theological, jurlni:-;! ^ nd 
socioloqical* Xb.h -iv..i,ianility of socioLogical ll?>-T--?.t!j,ce for 
the use of research scholars -ino dcadf^ !micians is rdthnr 
scanty. 
The abounding theologicaJ literature is devoted tcards 
the clarification of misunderstandings and misconcentions 
related to marriage, divorce, inheritance and other important 
aspects of Islam. Included under this category are the works 
of Zaidi (1935), Siddiqui (1952), Shaveja (1964), K. Ahmad (1982) 
Abui Hashim (l962), M. All (1979), Hykal (1976), Abdalati (1977) 
etc. 
English translations of well knov'n theologians like 
Ibne Khaldun (1963), Bukhari (1984), Ibne Battuta (1953), 
Maududi (l955). Stern (l939) , Mahmassani (l96l), Al Ghazali (1983 
and the like have paved the road to the information on Islam 
for the English speaking world. 
The juridical expositions in English have significantly 
enlightened the western scholars. Chief among this category 
are the works of Hamilton (l982), Abdur Rahim (1911), Ameer 
(1965), Verma (1971), Crooke (1921), Anderson (1959), Fyzee 
(1964 and 1974), Arnold and Guillaume (eds) (1931), Khadduri 
(1961), Schacht (1969), Tyabji (1969), Saxena (l963), Wilson 
(1930), Mullah (1968) and Mahmood (1977). Each of these jurists 
and lawyers have labouriously edited the minute details and 
interprelations of Islamic law. 
The more recent studies which arose out of certain 
disputed cases in the courts of law, regarding v;omen's rights 
to divorce and inheritance, deal with personal lav, .'orriep's 
rights, family law, mehr ano divorce. The studies .:ondurt^ d 
by rieddy (1986); Mehmood (3 986); Navlakha (1986); Caroil (l985) 
illustrate the various aspects of law and its various inter-
pretations. 
The third category is that of literature based on 
sociological analysis. There exist descriptive studies like 
those of Mujeeb (1947); Ahmad (1969), Grunebaum (1955, 1962), 
Guillaume (1924) and Vadwa (1968). On the other hand, empirical 
sociological studies on Islamic family are scanty. Here it is 
important to cite the example of Smith (1885) who has traced 
the history of kinship and marriage in early Arabia. This 
detailed study embodies carefully edited information. Levy's 
Social Structure of Islam (1957) and Hitti's, "The Historv of 
Arabs'' (1963) examine the basic principles of Islam and trace 
the changes in Islamic practices under different historical 
periods and societies. All the studies cited above form 
important sources of literature for researchers on Islam. 
Attempts have also been made by sociologists to undertake 
empirical studies on kinship, family and marriage among Muslims 
all over the world. These studies bring to the fore empirical 
information about social institutions among Muslims and highlight 
the norms, values and customs governing the institutions of 
family, marriage and kinship in a cross-cultural perspective. 
Such studies include Ahmadullah (1969), Dube (1969), Kutty (1972) 
Davis (1976), Geertz (1966), Ittman (1976), Djmour (1959) 
Jefferey (1949), Radcliffe-Brown and Forde (t-ols.) (l950), 
Ahmad (l976), Bhatty (1976) and Misra (1954, 197?). 
Field studies conducted by iJube U969) and Kuttv (1972) 
have contributed to the understanding of matriliny in an 
island society. These studies have shown ho^ ' th= existing 
family and kinship forms differ from those prescribed by 
Islam. Cube's (1969) study brings out the changes that have 
taken place among the Muslims of Laccadive islands. Dube 
concludes that the matrilineal principles call for an entirely 
different set of "groupings, valuos and relationships'-' . 
(Dube, 1969: p. 98). 
Ahmad (1976) has done a singular service to the 
researchers interested in Muslim kinship and marriage, by 
bringing together the invaluable empirical information on 
family kinship and marriage among Muslims in India. The 
various articles in Ahmad's book, disoel the impression that 
Muslims in India follow the basic Islamic tenets. Studies 
conducted by Ali, Khatana, D'souza, Saiyed, Jocobson and 
Aggarwal are particularly relevant. These studies portray 
the vast changes and adaptations by Indian Muslims in regard 
to family, kinship and marriage in various regions of India. 
These studies indicate the fact that despite the belief in 
Islamic principles, Muslims in India display a colourful 
variety of customs, values, norms pertaining to marriage and 
family. These variations are a result of acculturation. 
However, Ahmad (l976 ; D. X; '.aments the absence of 
scholarly Interest in empirical study of family and marriaqe 
among Muslims. "The structure of Muslim kinship and marriage 
has traditionally been analyzed within the framework ordained 
by the Quran*-', and that the ''scriptural picture of these 
social institutions has commonly been taken to be essentially 
valid today" (Ahmad, 1976 ; p. X). 
Indeed, most such authors, referred to by Ahmad, deal 
with the subject of kinship, family and marriage in Islam from 
a normative and religious point of view. Unfortunately, 
Muslim scholars who are well-versed in Islamic tenets lack 
the sociological insight. A number of sociological studies 
cited above (Smith, 1885 ; Stern 1939 ; Levy 1957) seem to 
suffer from certain biases of the western sociologists, 
especially in relation to the status of women, polygyny and 
the like. Indian sociologists are sometimes no less biased 
than their western counterparts, and seem to disregard and 
sometime misinterpret the Quranic injunctions for example 
Bhatty (l976 : pp. 102-104) states that a man can divorce at will 
<• just by uttering the words 'I divorce you' three times, 
anywhere, any time without any witnesses " . Such 
statements are unfortunately misplaced, for, as it will be 
seen later in this dissertation, the Quranic injunctions per-
taining to divorce clearly indicate that divorce has to be 
pronounced in the presence of witnesses and that all efforts 
should be made to allow the marriage to work. Bhatty, unfortu-
nately has referred only to what she considers to be the actual 
practice in India, without crying to compHre anri corti-isf 
the prescriptions of the Qur-jnic interpretationr- v it! the 
existing practices. Comparative studies are importani t.o 
understand the nature of various institutions. 
It is a well known fact, that what is prescribed by 
religion is generally not practised by its followers 'Jthout 
variation, and that this contrast in practice is due to 
acculturation and sometimes assimilation of the different 
social customs to which Muslims are exposed. Thus the kinship 
and family structure of Muslims in various region'^  of India 
differs considerably as seen in the works edited by Ahmad (1976) 
Similarly, differences are found between Indian Muslims, 
African Muslims, Muslims of Middle East ann Far East as 
illustrated by various studies (Mernissi, 1975 ; Papanek, 1971 ; 
Hamamsy, 1958 ; Dobkin, 1967). However, regardless of regional 
and continental differences, all are Muslims who believe in 
the teachings of the Holy Quran. 
Pre-Islamic Arabs: 
For a believing Muslim, the Holy Quran, the sacred 
Book of Islam, is the final expression of God's will and is 
the very source of 'Islamic' or what is generally called 
Muslim Law. The laws governing the Muslim family are based 
on the religious principle. But before venturing to highlight 
the essentials of the Islamic family, it is important to examine 
its historical background. 
In the early part of the seve^ nth century -vher the 
Holy Prophet A^ohammad pronounced Islamic teachinns, the 
Arabs in the Arabian peninsula formed a collection of local 
groups. There was no elaborate social and political orga-
nization that held these groups together. Rather they were 
bound by traditional sentiments of unity of blood and by 
certain obligations (Smith, 1885 ; p. 53). 
The majority of Arabs in pre-Islamic era were basically 
nomads without any permanent and settled life. The basic unit 
in their lives was not the state but the tribe. Since these 
tribes were always on the move, there was no universal law or 
a general political lav; or a general political order to unite 
these tribes. Their dominant mode of life was bedouin 
tribalism. The nomads were fiercely independent people and 
their life style reflected total freedom of the individual, 
the family and the tribe as a whole. Other groups of people 
were engaged in trades and agriculture and settled in villages 
and towns. The most important being Mecca. However, the 
tribal and clannish organization of society v^ as common to all 
Arab communities (Smith, 1885 ; Levy, 1955). 
The tribes in Arabian community were far from 
homogeneous. Each was distinct from the other in religion 
as well as in development. This diversity reflected the 
diversity of their origin. 
In Aralpic the basic group that dit ted together ir 
causes Like blood-fued was not family oj household~rather 
a much larger group that had definite unity as different from 
others and was known by a common group name (Ameer, IQ65), 
Pre-Islamic Arabia was torn by the intertribal rivalry 
which led to almost continual wars. The people, by and large, 
were ignorant and superstitious, addicated to obscene rites 
and cruelty. Lawlessness was rampant, ''sine and v.'om^ n and 
gambling were common pastimes. Trade of slave girls was a 
common custom. The dancing girls and all night drunken-orqies 
often led to brawls and bloodshed. Robbery was common: not only 
were goods and cattle stolen, but people were also robbed of 
their v.dves and daughters (Ameer, 1965). 
In short, Arabia was in a state of social misery and 
religious degradation. At the time of the advent of Islam, 
Prophet Muhammad faced a stupendous task of social reform and 
reconstruction. The new laws of Islam promulgated radical la-vs 
for the society. These helped in rescuring the Arabs from the 
depth of social morass into which they had fallen. Islam was 
able to usher in an entirely different and wholesome society 
within a few decades (Hitti, 1963 ; Smith, 1885). 
It is remarkable that Islam was able to improve upon the 
various tribes of Arabia. Islamic bond was stronger than that 
of the well recognised and conventional bond of kinship. It was 
more comprehensive and compelling than the blood relationship 
that had been the strongest tie between man and man (Ameer, 1965) 
Before 'iiscussing thf- int-^ ii-- f^ the family structure 
IP Islam, a brief mention of the -rijif^r^t features of Arab 
sociaJ customs, that underwent radical change under the impact 
of Islam, would not be out of place. Included here are the 
customs of marriage, divorce, inheritance, parental authority 
and status of women. 
Marriage: There were mainly three tynes of customary marriages 
among Arab tribes. 
1) Endogamy 
ii) Exogamy 
iii) Marriage with kinfolks and aliens 
There was no law of endogamy and th'^  Arabs could 
contract any kind of marriage even outside their tribes. 
However, they were reluctant to marry their daughters to enemy 
tribes. Because of constant inter-tribal warfare and oractice 
of infanticide, it was almost impossible to have a law of 
endogamous marriages specially when every tribe was anxious 
to have many sons to become warriors (Smith, 1885), 
It is certain that there was a well established custom 
of marriage in Arabia in which the woman remained with her kin 
and chose and dismissed her partner at her will. The children 
belonged to the mother's kin and grew up under their protection 
(Smith, 1885). 
Marriage by capture of woman was common. Both male 
and female captives .vere taken in warfare .^nd it A-as common 
for the female captive to become '."Ife or mistress of her 
captor. Marriage by purchase was also orevalent. 
Divorce; Several types of divorces ver? practiced by Arabs. 
In one type either spouse was allowed to dissolve thG marriage. 
Other methods employed were talag and Khula. Divorce was very 
common and easy to obtain and it v«;as not frowned upon or 
disapproved by the society. A father could get back his 
married daughter by repaying the dowry to her husband. It was 
allowed that a pregnant divorced woman might be taken by another 
man under agreement with her former husband (Smith, 1885). 
Inheritance; No fixed values wera prescribed for the property 
of the blood ralatives in the property of the deceased. Members 
of the ttibes present at the distribution received shares. 
Rights of inheritance were with the members of the tribe, 
especially those who actively participated in wars. Women 
were excluded from inheritance on the basis of the principle 
that none can be heir who do not take part in the battle and 
derive booty (Smith, 1886). Also, as the women remained with 
their brothers it was feared that if a woman inherited property 
it would go to her brother. 
Parental Authority; In pre-Islamic Arabia parental authority 
was extremely weak. This probably resulted from the life style 
of Arabs where certain mutual obligations and social duties held 
the Arab tribe together. The groups were patriarchal based on 
the system of male kinship through male discendants (Lewis, 1966). 
The tribal bond was an important kinship bond and tribesmen 
regarded themselves as of one blood (Watt, 1961 : p, 191j. As 
v^ mith points out, the tribal system was breaking up from within. 
At Mecca this led to the dissolution of tribal solidarity and 
growth of individualism. A new sense of unity based on common 
economic interest emerged. 
Blood ties and customs were not the only social forces 
in the social life of the tribe. An important factor was man-
liness which is mainly based on bravery in wars and persistence 
in revenge. These factors determined the respect and authority 
of an individual. 
According to Patai there are five basic characteristics 
v/hich are unique to the Arab family. These families are 
(1) lendogamous, (ii) patrilineal, (iii) patriarchal, 
(iv) extended and (v) polygynous. 
Position of V/omen; Inspite of the fact that descent was traced 
through females, the social position of women in pre-Islamic 
Arabia was far from equal to that of man. The social customs 
like bride capture, slavery and sexuaJ abuse reduced the woman 
to a non-entity. Apart from this, female infanticide was 
prevalent and women were not allowed to inherit any kind of 
property. 
This brief account summarizes the state of customs and 
prescriptions of marriage and family in pre-Islamic Arabia. 
The Islamic position was very different. 
Islam tried to bring about changes by abolishing female 
infanticide, limiting polyganny, giving women rights to inherit 
property and bestowing upon them the previlege of khula. This 
was a significant advancement in the early Islamic period. 
These changes were considered to be definitely progressive in 
their own time. However, the Quranic injunctions were inter-
preted variously by different scholarly men of juresprudence 
well known among these being Hanafi, Shafai, Hambali and 
Maliki, This gave rise to the variation in the interpretation 
of Islamic law. Studies have shown (Levy, 1962 ; Ahmad, 1976) 
that the ethos of Muslim social institutions may not be a 
product of shariat laws and often reflectsin strong measures, 
the influence of local customs and traditions. Thus, despite 
the belief in the Holy Quran as the final word of God, cultural 
variations in the institutions of marriage,fam.ily and kinship 
among Muslims are not unknown. Infact, it has been observed 
that the behaviour of people does.not always correspond with 
the codes -^nd sanctions of their religion. Islamic teachings 
trrjvelled all over the world with traders, sufis and invaders. 
Over a perioo of time, the teachings of Is.lam were diffused into 
the mainstream of the Local culture. 
It faui^;t Tovever oe pointed out that cultural variation 
doe?; noi aete-:.-oF i LV mean a complete .ievLntior trom the juranic 
sanctions or Islamic laws. The Muslims all over the world 
believe in the basic principles of Islam as prescribed in the 
Holy Quran. Thus, while the cultural variations flourish, 
Muslims continue to adhere to the basic tenets of Islam. 
For example, polygyny is permitted conditionally and 
Muslim men v/ho practice polygyny may marry four wives at a time 
but never five or more ^ But» they may conveniently ignore 
the conditions attached to a polygynous union- that is - polygyny 
is permitted only if the man is capable of doing justice to all 
the wives (Quran, IV : 3). Obviously it is not alv/ays quite 
possible to treat all wives equitably and yet men may continue 
to practice polygyny without a second thought. 
Similarly, a 'A'oman is allowed to dissolve her marriage 
by khula. But in practice few women are allowed by society to 
exercise this right. Men, on the other hand, consider that 
they are entitled to unilateral divorce and make the pronounce-
ment for divorce by simply uttering " I divorce you" three 
times (Bhatty, 1976). The marriage is considered to be 
irrevocably dissolved. Or, a husband may simply 'vrite to his 
wife that he has divorced her (Talaqnama) and the marriage is 
dissolved. These various modes of divorce are incongruent 
with the Quranic injunctions. Thus, Muslims may follow the 
letter and not the spirit of Islamic law. Advertantly or 
inadvertantly these customs and practices hrM/e come to ?njoy 
religious sanctions and are therefore considered sacreo by 
Muslim* In some countries (India beinq ^ -lasp In point). 
V/hereas sociologists have interested themselves in 
the empirical study of family, kinship and marriage, no 
sociological analyses of the family in Islam are available. 
It is as a result of this, that the present dissertation 
is undertaken with the aim of making a sociological analysis 
of the family in Islam. Such a study would uninevitably depend 
theological sources. 
A I M S A N D O B J E C T I V E S 
The advent of Islam ushered in a new era in the Arab 
society bringing about many changes in the social structure. 
The radical changes related to, among others, the 
laws of marriage, divorce and inheritance. Any organised 
society has to have well defined rules of law. According 
to Gibbs (1949, p. 149) law and religion are indivisible. 
Islamic law recognises the fact that social life is un-
thinkable without some specific rules. The fundamental rule 
of Islamic law is the principle of liberty or permissibility 
that everything is permissible unless explicitly designated 
otherwise. 
Inspite of the fact that Islam is a major religion of 
the world the sociological studies on the structure of family 
in Islam are very few. Therefore it is worthwhile to make 
an effort to bridge the yavminq gap of scanty sociological 
literature on the family in Islam. This dissertation is an 
attempt to study the concept of family in Islam in the light 
of Quranic injunctions and the traditions of Prophet Muhammad. 
The study is theoretical in nature in which an attempt is 
made to explain, elaborate and interpret the Quranic Verses 
and Hadiths relating to the concept of family in Islam.j It 
is not a study of family structure particular to any of the 
various Muslim societies. It is worth noting that, except in 
the very early Islamic history, the muslim societies in various 
lands and at the various times In history have =;how'n lexMHtions 
from the cJassical isidmic structure. There are many reasons 
and explanations toi the lack of identity between theory and 
practice. This study does not dwell upon these factors. 
An attempt has been made in this study to bring into 
focus those features of Islamic society which have a bearing 
on the structure of the family. It is, therefore, appropriate 
to undertake the study of the structure of family v;ith in the 
broad Islamic frame-work. 
This dissertation then, analyses, the major aspects 
of the Islamic family structure. Included under the wide 
canopy of Islamic family are the presciptions and proscriptions of 
marriage and laws governing marriage, followed by an extensive 
analysis of divorce and inheritance. 
If one is to analyse the structure of family in Islam, 
the frame-work and limitations must be well defined. In order 
to avoid confusion, most of the analysis and discussion are 
based on the Sunni school specially Hanafi school of juris-
prudence. This limitation was necessary in view of the fact 
that the different and sometimes conflicting interpretations 
of the various schools of jurisprudence are confusing to those 
not trained in legal matters. This study being sociological 
and not legal in nature and Sunnis being in predominant majority 
among Muslims, this is not a serious limitation. However, 
while using the Hanafi interpretation, comparisons with other 
schools of jurisprudence are made so as to bring out the impor-
tant variations and differences. Specifically, then, the 
objectives of this investigation ;;an be stated as follows: 
1. To examine the traditional structure of Muslim* family. 
2. To examine and analyse the types of marriage bonds, 
prescriptions and proscriptions, marriage laws and 
variations in interpretations of laws pertaining to 
marriage and mehr. 
3. To analyse the nature and types of divorce its implica-
tions and functions. 
4. To examine the laws of inheritance. 
In the light of the above stated objectives the present 
study proceeds to examine and analyse the structure and 
function of Islamic family. It is hoped that this study will 
prove useful in bringing together relevant material on Islamic 
family for comparative sociological studies. This study should 
hopefully,also point out certain discontinuities and contra-
dictions in the interpretations of Quranic injunctions by 
various schools of jurisprudence. 
Finally, it is hoped that the material embodied in this 
dissertation will be used for enhancing the understanding of the 
structure of family in Islam. 
Sources consulted; 
The basic sources used for this study are the Holy Quran 
the revealed words of Allah and the Sunnah of the Prophet, 
* The terms Muslim and Islamic are 'ised synonymously. 
his deeds and words. The English translations of the 
Holy Quran by Yusuf Ali, Pickthall and Mohammad All are used. 
Each of these translations includes a commentary which is 
very useful in understanding the underlying logic of certain 
injunctions. The Hadiths (sayings of the Prophet) cited in 
Bukhari and Mishkat and Muslim used as an important source of 
information. Undoubtedly, the encyclopaedia of Islam, Ibn 
Khaldun's volumnous Muqaddimah (translated) were other 
important sources of data. Apart from these basic sources 
authentic reference of Islamic jurisprudence by Schacht (1964), 
Fyzee (1974), Tyabji (1940) and Hamilton (1982) were consulted. 
Other works of theologians, jurists and sociologists 
(as listed under the review of litrature) were extensively 
used. 
l\ A I N C f! A R A C T E R I S T I C S O F /.'. U S L I M 
F A f/ I L Y 
Family bonds entail mutual expectations that follow 
the membership of a family. A person becomes a member of a 
family either through a blood relationship (Cognate) or through 
affinal or bonds of marriage. Membership can either be acquired 
or ascribed of these relationship should be analysed because 
every relationship is not consequential in these terms. 
The social position of a person in the family,as per 
Islamic injunctions, can be divided into two categories: 
Primary positions and Supplecaentary pp-sjtipns. (Murdock, 1965: 
pp. 94-95) • These two categories of positions constitute the 
basic foundations of the family in Islam. 
Primary Positions or the immediate constituents of the family: 
This category includes the self, spouse, the immediate ascendants 
and/or descendants. These are not always interdependent or 
mutually complementary: some of these members may exist 
independently of the others. For example, a self may have a 
spouse but no ascendants or descendants, or he may have ascend«* 
ants, and descendants but no spouse. 
The rights and duties of the constituents of the primary 
category are well defined by religion. These rights and obliga-
tions are discussed in details later in this Chapter. 
Supplementary Positions: The constituents of this category 
include agnates, conqnates or enates. Certain basic princlple.-s 
apply m these categories. Muslims are directed to be kino n^o 
generous to his relatives of whatever degree.They are described 
by th€ Holy Quran as the supporters of each other (Quran: II: 
8-3, 177, 215). 
There is difference of opinion among the various schools 
of law regarding the maintenance in need. Some jurists are of 
the opinion that only a general concern for each others welfare 
is obligatory and the rest is the collective responsibility of 
the Muslim community as a whole. Others maintain that Holy Quran 
clearly indicates mutual obligations of fixed maintenance. 
The Hanafi school of law includes those (in this category) 
with whom marriage is unlawful or incestmxjs like paternal or 
maternal nieces or aunts. The affinity is strong enough to be 
the basis of mutual obligation for maintenance (Zahrah, M. 1955: 
pp. 132-178). 
The basic difference between these two categories is 
that the mutual expectations of the primary positions are clear 
unlike the supplementary positions where the difference of 
opinion is somewhat considerable. If a person's position is 
of secondary degree there is still a certain measure of mutual 
responsibility between him and other members. This may not be, 
of course, the same as between the primary relatives. These 
responsibil'ities are prescribed by religion though not specified 
by law (Quran : IV : 7,8,36; XVII : 26). On the other hand, 
religion prohibit-s f^r- ?xoloitation of any kind ot intimate 
familia] relationsnlp. For example, the intimacv of a oarent 
with a particular offspring, may affect ?ne right? of other 
children or members of the family. Islam does not permit 
any discrimination among the heirs on the basis of emotional 
attachment to any one of them. Familial rights and obliga-
tions are not determined by sentiments and emotions alone. 
Principle of Identity; 
The pre-Islamic Arabian tribal structure included, 
of 
apart from members/pure blood ties, a number of other 'clients'. 
Smith divided these clients into three sub-classes: 
(a) Freeman, (b) Refugees and (c) Groups like Jews at Madian, 
not strong enough to stand by themselves (Smith, 1885 : 
pp. -^4-47). 
Freer:en were adopted bv their patrons and were considered 
the members of patrons' tribe. The refugees inherited from the 
property of the tribe that adopted them. Their share was equal 
to the share of true born members of that clan. The tribe too 
had a right to Inherit the property of the adopted members. 
People were invited to establish relationships with other 
groups but their status was regarded as humble one. Prospective 
heirs opposed such adoptions and alliances because these alliances 
could not be harmonious with the natural familial ties (Levy, 
1957: p. 147). 
These practices would give rise to divided loyalty, role 
conflict ano family disintegration. A person ccuLd easily 
renounce hiv oiooc kin and )oin other groups where he was more 
welcome simply oecause he was a person of means. Similarly, a 
kinship unit could throw out its unwanted members and get 
replacements. Such practices could have threatened the 
stability of any family and subsequently that of the social 
system. 
A new kind of brotherhood to over ride all other ties 
as prescribed by the pre-Islamic familY structure, arose with 
Islam. This was characterized by permanance character and 
universality. According to the Holy Quran, individuality is 
not transferable (XLI : 46), 
The new social order complements the individual persona-
lity and responsibility rather than threaten and replace it. 
In Islam every individual must be identified according to his 
lineage. His rightful identity must be preserved and no one 
should deny it to him. It is the responsibility of other fellow 
members of the community to help him to identify himself with 
his true lineage although he has a mutual right to social 
placement. 
Quran indicates that if the lineage of an individual is 
unknown, he must be identified as one of his fellow Muslim 
brothers and must be assured a legitimate identity and position 
in the society (XXXIII : 5,6) . Apart from the physical relation-
ship, the spiritual relationship between the Holy Prophet and 
his followers is -emphasized (Ali, 1917 : pp. 813-15). 
In this nev. system the identity of a married woman is 
somewhat interestlnc). A woman retains her own lineal identity 
even after her marriage when she becomes the wife of her 
husband. There is no diffusion of identities here - none 
is absorbed by the other. Each entails certain rights and 
obligations . Both persist independently of each other. 
This duality of identity indicates the continuity of 
premarital positions. Both husband and wife have certain 
rights and obligations that are not affected by their 
marriage. In old age, parents are the responsibility of their 
children irrespective of their marital status and sex. It is 
the part of the children's absolute religious duty to provide 
for their parents in case of need and help them to be comfor-
table (Quran II : 83, 180, 215; IV: 36). The law enacts that 
women are entitled to a share in inheritance from the husband 
and kinsmen. 
Unlike pre-Islamic times, certain categories of indivi-
duals have been excluded from the family and kinship structure. 
The family structure in Islam is based on blood ties and marital 
relationships. Mawali (clients), slaves and adopted persons 
are not the members of the families by which they are adopted 
or attached. This may be a further illustration of the 
principle of identity as envisaged by Islam. Islam abrogated 
the arbitrary exercise of the power by heads of the families 
and tribes who had the liberty to expel or include anyone t,ney 
wished to. This custom was •abolished 3nd inheritance was 
are 
* These rights and obLigations/discussed under the subheadiv\a 
of parent-child relationship and husband-wife relationship 
later in this Chapter. 
allowed only to actual kin. The spiritual brotherhood did 
not carry the title of inheritance. However, a Muslim could 
help his spiritual brother by a gift or, it he so desires,he 
could make a will in his favour (Levy, 1957 : pp. 3 and 55; 
Ali, 1917: p. 815). 
There seems to be a relationship between the fact that 
the Arabs were financially proud and boastful of both their 
genuine and fictitious lineage. Islam strongly insisted on 
restoring to every individual his rightful lineal identity. 
The reason, probably, was to temper the pride of contemporary 
Arabs' wild modesty and to impress upon them the Quranic 
principle that genuine nobility was not the question of lineage 
and 
but of piety^ood deeds. (Quran - XLIX : 10-13). 
Perpetuation.of Family; 
The foundations of the family should rest on solid 
grounds capable of providing assurance of continuity, security 
and intimacy. It recognizes only blood ties and marital bonds 
as the true foundation of the family. There is no more natural 
relationship than that of blood (Murdock,1965 : p. 43). It is 
noteworthy that these are the foundations of family in Islam 
too, it is not necessary that a concrete family unit is 
indissoluble. The family institution itself should be 
continued and not the concrete structure. The family must 
survive fluctuattons like change positions, convergence 
and division of its members in order to persist* Complete 
indissoluability of the family is not prescribed in Islam, 
because it would have been impractical (Abdalati, 1975 : 
p. 116). 
In Islam the system is designed to maximize the 
welfare of man. Blood ties and mutual bonds are inviolable 
principles but these principles do not require unconditional 
perpetuation. The family expectations are inviolable as long 
as the family remains intact but it may not persist indefinitely. 
Islam has given provision for its breakup (Qurarv-- II : 227-232)» 
The breakup may be caused by the death of a spouse- in such a 
case the rules of succession are applied and the positions in 
the family are adjusted accordingly. In case of divorce or 
incompatibility, certain procedures must be followed and 
justice and equality has to be ensured. It is important to 
note that the continuity of the family institution is not 
identical with the perpetuation of any concrete structure. 
Here, it is Important to discuss 'mutah* or temporary 
marriage, Mutah was practiced before Islam and continued after 
the rise of Islam until it was prohibited. The objective of 
mutah was neither to establish a household nor to procreate , 
but to provide a man with a wife when he is away from home for 
various reasons. The .:haracteristic mark of such a temporary 
marriage was thn it -r>ecifically stated the period during which 
the temporary ^Uratice was to last. It was -- purely personal and 
temporary agrcem^ -ti between the two parties. The Prophet Muhammad 
made mutah uniaw+ >i rjnc -established the rul(^  f?ir>i. vslid marriage 
should not have any condition and temporality. The children 
of such a marriage are legitimate and have a right to a 
share of inheritance from their father (Levy, 1957 : pp. 115-117) 
The women had no right to claim maintenance or anything else. 
She was however, entitled to a gift, stipulated in the mutah 
contract. She has no right to inherit,Except for one sect 
among Muslims, that is, the Shia sect, all others consider 
mutah marriage as unequivocally forbidden. In support of 
this view the Quranic verse can be quoted as it clearly 
indicates the prohibition of all forms of sexual relationships 
except those through marriage and marriage - like cohabitations 
with one's slave girls (Quran - LXX : 29 -31). 
According to the Holy Quran, marriage is as strong a 
social bond as a blood relationship. Mutah has no claim of 
validity. Islam prohibits illicit sexuality and since mutah 
a 
is considered/form of fornication, Islam prohibits it. However, 
a major section of Shia school is of the opinion that mutah 
was never prohibited by Quran (Levy, 1957: p.116). They 
believe that since mutah marriage was originally lawful its 
subsequent position must be supported by sufficient evidence. 
Since there is no such evidence, mutah marriage remains lawful 
to the Shia sect (Smith, 1885: p. 68). 
Traditional Structure of Musiim Family: 
Some aspects of family structural rorms such as its 
nuclear or extended nature are not defined in the Quranic 
scriptures nor have they been described by the various learned 
exponents. Since no structural restrictions and practices have 
been prescribed, this may be indicative of the fact that such 
forms in themselves are not crucial to the Islamic concept of 
family structure. The behavioural components as practiced 
during the time of the Prophet are important and have been 
emphasized in this section. Thus the traditional family 
structure refers to the organizational form of the family as 
it existed in the days of the Prophet. As a matter of fact, 
the familial rights and obligations in Islam are independent 
of the organizational forms of the family. Whatever the 
organizational pattern of the family be, the rights and 
obligations prescribed by the religion will remain the same. 
These rights a'ld d"ties Include the identity and provision, 
inheritance and counsel, affection for the young and security 
for the aged. These familial rights and obligations are fixed 
whereas the family positions are changeable (Abdalati, 1975 : 
p. 114). 
If we bear in mind that the extended family does not 
necessarily exclude the nuclear type, at least as a sub-system, 
Islam seems to have considered the extended form acceotable. 
It is endorsed by Islan- but not insisted upon by it (Ahmad, 1982; 
p. 28). 
The organizatior-- )f the extended family consists of a 
separate unit for 9-^cc. '"'fp and her children. The husband is 
in the position of the head and supervisor of the family. 
He is responsible for the economic support of each of his 
wives and her children and any other dependent like parents. 
The responsibility of the women lies within the family within 
each unit. The husband is supposed to distribute his time and 
attention, apart from economic support, among his wives equally 
(Quran-IV : 3). 
Marital Role - Its Moral Foundations: 
Consummation of marriage creates new roles for the 
concerned parties. The committment by both the parties gives 
rise tr the ethnical principl" of husband-wife relationship. 
The basis of such relationships is peace, sincerity, mutual love 
and compassion. 
It is the solemn duty of a husband to God to be kind 
to his wife and treat her with honour and patience and cause 
her no grief. The Holy Quran com.mands the husband to retain 
his wife in honour and rel-^ase 'nar in kindness (Quran-II : 229), 
The wife too has certain rights and duties- her maintenance and 
protection is, the duty of her husband. A wile's duties include 
obedience, .velfar? of the family and chastity. A good wife 
should be pious, ano be obedient to Allah and her husband. The 
wives infact guarc th*^  ir husband's rights. 
The •.'•'ome'' •in-' m l.v h^ v*^  rights anc* dv't-i'-t ou i men have a 
degree over tr-i-fl -^ '--.T H-, pg to the Holy Quran Ouv^n~ tv : 34;II: 228' 
This degree is sometime interpreted by scholars as men being 
the trustees, guardians and protectors of women. This degree 
can be interpreted as authority in the household due to the 
division of labour and role differentiation on the basis of 
sex (Fox, 1981 : pp. 31-32; Levy 1957; pp. 99-100). 
Husband - Vv'ife Relationship; 
The Holy Quran lays great emphasis on mutual relations 
of husband and wife and describe them as one of e single soul 
in two bodies (Quran - XXX : 2l). 
The relationship between husband and wife, according to 
Quran, is based on mutual cooperation, love and compassion 
(Quran - IV : 19). A husband is supposed to e^ irn for the family 
whereas the wife plays the key role in the management of house 
and in bringing up the children. 
Wife' s Rightst 
No mat t e r whether the s i f e i s a ^Auslim or non-Muslim, 
r i c h or poor, s ick or h e a l t h y , she i s e n t i t l e d to the r i g h t of 
maintenance since she i s devoted to the husband ' s companionship. 
The essence of marriage is compassion and a woman i s e n t i t l e d 
to receive a t l e a s t as much as she puts In. A husband should 
provide secviritv to h i s w i f e . Me :^houlo deal with her with 
compassion ano good cheer 'vithout te-proarh and i n j u r y . Man 
should not fee], thrt by orov'i i ir .r ,T>iii ntAo-mce he Ls doing a 
favour to hit fii^'^^ The dependence of the /vlffc -jf.ouio not be 
a cause for insu.it -,n<i qrief. The woman is entjti^o to the 
right of maintenances by the very fact of beino nls wife 
(LXV : 6-7). In return, the wife should provide -affection 
and comfort to her husband. The husband is instructed to 
initiate and reciprocate in kindness. He is to bear all the 
financial responsibility of the family in a charitable way. 
A woman is also entitled to be provided with lodging 
clothing and general care. The residence of the wife must be 
adequate to provide her with privacy, comfort and independence. 
This is essential for the welfare of the wife and stability of 
the marriage. No prescribed pattern of residence is prescribed 
either by the Holy Quran or by the Hadith. Due to the flexi-
bility in residence rule, the married couple may live with the 
family of the bridegroom and is treated as its members (Murdock, 
1965 : pp. 17-21). The couple is therefore legally free to 
reside wherever they want to. Even geographical mobility is 
permissible, 
and 
The wife has to be fed/clothed for by the husband 
according to his means and her style of life. Same rule 
applies for lodging. Though the husband is responsible for 
the lodging of his wife yet he is not allowed to impose upon 
her any disagreeable arrangement of residence. In case of 
sharing the residence she should not be subject to any 
discomfort . (Quran-LXV : 6) 
It is obligatory for the husband to provide at least 
as much comfort to the wife as she r\ad bee? usee before 
marriage. She should be provided with a maid servant L+ 
she has been accustomed tc this luxury , and the 
husband jjs able to afford this (Levy, 1957 : p. 99). 
One of the Holy Prophet's sunnah reveals that the best 
Muslim is one who is the best husband. On various occasions 
he ordered Muslims to take good care of their wives and to be 
kind to them 
A wife is entitled to maintenance in all circumstances 
as long as she is a wife, except in the case of recalcitrance. 
It is manifested by the aversion of wife from her husband, 
hatred towards him and his company and attraction to another 
person. Such a wife loses her rignt to maintenance by her 
husband. 
Recalcitrance thot becomes open has to be settled 
legally and needs a court decision but recalcitrance of covert 
nature is dealt in Quran (Quran-IV : 34). The Holy Quran 
commands to solve this problem privately and peacefully. In 
case of recalcitrance, the husband should guide and advice his 
wife to refrciin from this. If, however, she does not heed his 
advice, he should turn her out of the bed room. If this step 
does not solve the problem, he should try to prevent her by 
a symbolic beating as to express disgust (Quran -IV : 34,36,128) 
If the wife initiates a peace making process, the husband is 
instructed to reciprocate and they should settle the problems 
with themselves quietly (Quran-IV : 35). 
According to Hanfi law^ if a husband is unable to 
provide maintenance to his wife due lto his poor financial 
condition, the wife should be supported by her relatives. 
However, his poor finanical condition is no ground for seeking 
divorce. But a majority of Muslim jurists give the choice of 
right under such a circumstances. She may keep the marital 
bond or seek separation or divorce. The wife has the right 
to decide herself (Hamilton, 1982). 
Economic Rights of Wife: 
There are many aspects of a wife's marital role of 
which maintenance is only one. The most important clause 
of marriage contract concerns the mahr or dower. Any property 
or possession including mahr is private property of the wife. 
to 
The husband has no right/any portion of it (Quran-IV : 20). 
Even if the wife possessed any private property before marriage, 
her new marital status as a wife does not over-shadow her 
former right as a person. Islam allows a married woman full 
right to hold her private property in her own name. She has 
full authority to dispose It off according to her own wish. 
This property she may acguire by dower, inheritance or as a 
gift. This is illustrated by the fact that widow Khadijah 
(The Prophet's first wife) was a wealthy lady and gave ^ gr^at 
dea] of financial assistance to Prophet Muhammad who actual'v 
managed her prooerty i,Lnvy^  1^ 57 • p. 96), 
other Rights: 
The doctrine of economic independence of women in 
Islam is elaborated in the Holy Quran and Hadith but many 
Western writers have doubts on its practicability in every 
day life. They believe that the total authority of husband 
over his wife would prevent the implementation of the rights 
of woman as prescribed by IslSm. This aspect is dealth with 
in detail in concluding Chapter. An examination of Islamic 
tenets reveals, that a husband must treat his wife with respect, 
kindness, love and affection. If the husband has other 
wives, all of them should be treated equally. Equality does 
not signify merely a treatment in the matter of lodging and 
clothing but also complete equity in love,affection and esteem. 
If a man lacks affection and respect for his wife she has the 
right to be freed from marital bonds and it is the duty of the 
husband to grant her freedom and not to obstruct her way to a 
new life. (Quran -IV : 129; II : 232) 
The Husband's Right; 
In Islam the family i s not a one-sided a f f a i r . I t asks 
both husband and wife to be du t i fu l towards each o the r . I t is 
the duty of the wife to cont r ibu te to the b l i s s f u l exis tence 
and success of the marr iage. The wife is supposed to be 
a t t en t ive of her mate's wel l -be ing . She should be fa i t t i fu l , 
trustwoTt.hv ^nd nonest. To determine the wi fe ' s ob l iga t i ons , 
an essential criterion is^  *:.h^ puroose of marriage jvhich is 
to -entail enjoyment, compdnionship and satisfactioa. 'Ome 
of the jurists even conclude that a husband has no right to 
force his wife to do the house work. She has no legal 
obligation for that since such work is not required by the 
legal contract. House work is only recommended for the 
perpetuation of marriage (Levy, p. 99). The legitimate 
sexual access is considered to be one of the important aims 
of marriage and a universal function of the family. This 
is also seen in socioloqlcal literature. For example, 
Murdock (1967) suggests, "A society must permit sufficient 
sexual gratification to maintain the mental health and 
efficiency of its members aswellas their numbers,'' (Murdock, 
1967; p. 261). He further explains that "our cvilture inclunes 
a blanket taboo against fornication,an overall prohibition of 
all sexual ' intercourse outside of the marital relationship"" 
(Murdock, 1967 p. 263). 
Therefore, it is a wife's obligation to be sexually 
responsive and cooperative and Islam does not permit both 
husband and wife to do anything that would impede their 
gratification as Qur^ *" describes them as comfort to each other 
(Abdalati, 1975 ; p. 119; Quran-II, 187). 
It is obligatory for a wife to obey her husband and 
refrain from dissent. The Holy Quran reveals '^ So 
good women are the obedient, guarding in secret that which 
Allah riath guarded ...,, ' i'- H}, It is n-iteworthy 
here ttiat such obedience is noi h^-"^c.Lut(^  but it is foi the 
matter which falls within the sph^ r^e of permissible category 
of action and does not violate the right of God. A wife 
does not need the permission of hei husband in matters like 
prayers or obligatory fasting. It is her obligation to God 
and in a sense to herself. In Islam»it is forbidden to obey 
anyone for anything wrong and sinful may it be a husband or 
parents. Dissent is necessary at such times. (Quran-XIX: 48) 
Every Muslim has a number of obligations to God, to 
himself and to those with whom he is associated. Obviously, 
obedience to only one person may not be the exclusive right 
of another. 
The division of labour and power structure within the 
family is both implicit and explicit in the Quranic injunctions. 
It is important to note that whenever two adult persons come 
in contact with each other the problem of power and authority 
arises. It is a common phenomenon of human relationship. 
This can be divided into two types. The instrumental leadership 
which deals with the external system and the expressive leader-
ship which deals with the internal system. In most of the 
societies the former roles vhich deal with economic and political 
leadership are played by husband and father, while the latter 
role is played by the wife - mother (Zelditch ,1964 p. 699-905). 
The husband might be dominant in some decisiors and the wife 
in certain other matters. Thus, a balanced division of labour 
is advocated, 
Parent - Child Relationship; 
The behaviour and outlook of a child is influenced 
greatly by his parents. In Islam, the child is not supposed 
to cause may harm to his parents. Nor are the parents to 
cause the child any harm. The parent - child relationship is 
hased on mutual obligations and reciprocal arrangements. The 
adult child is supposed to provide parents with certain basic 
securities. It is the religious duty of every Muslim to show 
kindness, compassion and respect and provide charity to their 
parents (Quran-XVII : 23)» The parents have a right to expect 
obedience from their children but there are certain limitations. 
Parents cannot demand their children to be obedient regarding 
any thing unlawful. The parents have no right to impose their 
religious convictions upon their children. Any Muslim has full 
right to make his religious choice independently even of his 
parents. If parents endanger his spiritual welfare or ask 
him to do anything wrong he is under no obligation to obey 
them (Quran-XXVI : 151; XXIX: 8; XXXI : 15). 
The parents, on the other hand, are responsible for the 
welfare of their children even if they do not adhere to the same 
religion as their parents. Parents must fulfill certain obliga-
tions. It is father's duty to support and provide maintenance 
for children. A son's material needs and expenses for it should 
be drawn from the father unless he is not capable of earning a 
living. The daughter U si so entitled tc the sam€ right 
until she is married. Responsibility and compassion towards 
the child is a matter of religious importance as well as 
social concern. The child is to be provided with care and 
protection whether or not his parents are alive. In the 
absence of parents, close relatives are responsible for child's 
welfare. But in case children have no next of kin, welfare of 
the child becomes a joint responsibility of Muslim community. 
In Islam, parent child relationship is complementary. 
It is built into the religio-moral system of Islarr, for children to 
be kind and thoughtful of parents and parents to be responsible for 
the welfare of children (Quran-XXIX : 8; XXI : 14, X^ /II : 31). 
Status of Child; 
A Muslim child has full right to life. The Holy Quran 
commands parents not to take the life of their children. In 
pre-Islamic Arabia, infanticide was practiced because it was 
considered humiliating to be the father of daughters and more 
humiliating if they were captured or carried away in wars by 
enemies. The two main causes of infanticide were poverty and 
marriage by capture. The poor people buried alive the female 
infants for the fear of not being able to provide for the 
off-springs. Parents also feared that their daughters would 
be carried away to become wives and concubiresof their enemies. 
This would bring disgrace and loss of prestige to the tribes. 
Islam condemned this practice of infanticide and reaffirired 
the infants rights to life. (Qurati j Kvli ; ^ I' 
Quran also disapproves the discrimination oetween male 
and female children and asks the oarents to be cnankful and 
happy and receive the infant male oi femalf 'Itl- ioy (Quran->? II: 
31). 
A child in Islam not only has the right to life but has 
equal right to legitimacy. Islam created a nev,- system that was 
designed to put an end to the Arabian practices that left the 
individual sometimes without any secure identity. It reduced 
the possibility of status anxiety and stigma of legitimacy to 
a minimum. In pre-Islamic Arabia, the legitimacy was estab-
lished by acknowledgement and adoption. The child was supposed 
to assume his father's status with his approval. He could be 
easily disowned to do so. (Jaffery, p. 63) 
Islam laid great emphasis on the principles of legitimacy 
to ensure the child's right to inheritance. Islam adopted 
unusual measures to guard a child's legitimacy. For example, 
if the child is born after six months of marriage the infant 
will be regarded as legitimate. Similarly if a 'voman, whether 
divorced, separated, or widowed gives birth to a child within 
the extreme limit of four years before remarriage, the infant 
will be regarded as a legitimate offspring (according to Shafi 
and Maliki law). During this period the women must not contract 
another marriage. In Hanafi law, the limit is of two years. 
However, the Shia sect does not exceed the time limit ito more thai 
ten months (Levy, 1957: pp. 135-36), 
If the fdtrirf -ommits adultery, he ^ili OB denied 
paternity as a oun i vi ve measure for his iTitscofaiiot^  That 
isto say, that thnuqh he is the genitor, he is not considered 
fit to be pater or socia] father. In this way, the distinction 
(under certain conditions), is made between thp genitor and 
pater. 
In case of child's legitimacy not established the Muslim 
community is fully responsible for his social security and 
community membership. He is entitled to full enjoyment of life 
and its rights. The effects of his parents illegal relationship 
do not allow the innocent child to be affected, 
Adoption is prohibited in Islam. Every child has to have 
one father whose fatherhood, once established, would be irre-
vocable. In case his father^ identity is not known, it is 
the responsibility of the society and of the strong bond of 
brotherhood in faith to look after the welfare of th° child and 
to bear his responsibility. 
Whatever-.be the implications of adoption from religious 
point of view, one consequence is certain. When a child is 
adopted by new parents it will upset the role structure of 
family thereby disrupting solidarity and will confuse the issue 
of inheritance. At the same time, the cognates may interfere, 
and such disturbances in the family system may generate 
hostility among the various kin. This is contrary to the 
Islamic teachings. Thus, the adoption of a child may create 
uncertainity for the potential heirs and rightful claimants. 
To help one adopter^ chiin 3t thf^  expense othej ni^ !«i>r; •=. ^f 
family and family solidarity is not regarded as • •se ^tep. 
Because of many such problems Islam does not accep* the 
institution (Quran- XXXIII : 4-b). 
It may then be concluded that the responsinilitv of oa-
ents is to take care of child's welfare so long as ne is a 
minor. They must fulfill certain obligations irrespective 
of child's religious identity. Whereas it is obligatory 
for children to look after their parents and provide them 
with financial assistance especially when they are old. 
M A R R I A G E 
Sexual relationships are cruciaj tc 'social survival, 
reproduction and continuity of the Life cycle. It is 
essential for every society to grant its members sufficient 
freedom to sexual impluse in order to prevent population 
decline. Murdock very correctly writes ''A society must .... 
permit sufficient sexual gratification to maintain the mental 
health and efficiency of its members as well as their numbers," 
(Murdock,, 1967 : p. 261). 
ThroughoQt human history all societies have faced the 
problem of controlling sexual activities and to frame injunc-
tions on the basis of cultural taboos and through institution 
of marriage. Mujamdar and Madan write "Marriage ensures 
biological satisfaction (that of sex and psychological satis-
faction (that of having children), on the individual plane. 
On the wider collective plane it ensures a two-fold survival, 
viz. that of the group and its culture •' (Mujamdar and Madan, 
1961' i p. 79). 
It is note-worthy that the nature of marital bond is 
basically the same everywhere. It authorises two persons of 
opposite sex to engage in sexual relations and the only type 
of sex regulation that is generally universal is the one that 
is associated with kinship. It can be said that family and 
marriage originate from the same social reality, viz the 
biological and social drives of man are complementary to each 
other and with culture because without the family there could be 
no preservation of the species and culture. Similarly, 
without sexual relationships there could be no family. 
All religions of the world, one way or another, advocate 
marriage. Islam is not exception. In the normal course 
of behaviour, a Muslim is supposed to establish a conjugal 
family of procreation. This practice is common to all the 
Muslims. The Holy Quran clearly indicates that mc?rriage is 
a religious duty and a moral safguard as well as a social 
necessity. It must be fulfiled by those who are capable of 
meeting responsibilities involved. Marriage is a necessity, 
but not absolutely necessary for every one. If a man or a 
woman is physically unfit or has other important reasons he 
or she may not marry. Marriage unde^ such circumstances will 
not fulfill its' purpose and could lot provide the female 
partner the moral securitv and fulfilment they need. Marriage in 
Islam i£ regarded first and fore most as a righteous act, and 
act of responsible devotion (Quran,XXIV : 32, 33 ). 
Islam advocates marriage and emphasises that marriage 
is not a light commitment. Before taking a spouse, it is the 
duty of a Muslim to see that he can fulfill the duties and 
responsibilities towards the family. The marriage is regarded 
as a strong bond and a commitment to the meaningful survival 
of the human race and to life itself. It is a commitment to 
be made by the partners to one another and to God for mutual 
fulfilment, self realization, love and peace. Islam favours 
marriage as a means to emotional and sexual gratification and 
acts as a mechanism which reduces tension and leads to legitimat( 
procreation and social placement (Ali, 1917: pp. 702-703). 
The financial responsibility of a family lies on the 
shoulders of a husband, A husband has total responsibility 
for providing economic security and support to the wife. The 
Holy Quran has ordained that the marriage partner be selected 
on the basis of piety and not on the basis of wealth. Even 
if the wife has wealth of her own, the husband has no right 
to that wealth and is responsible for her economic support. 
He should provide her with the kind of service of which she 
was used to before marriage (Quran : II : 223). 
Marriage - A Contract; 
The unique characteristic of marriage in Islam is, that 
it is a social contract and not a religious sacrament. 
The distinction between secular and sacred was never 
explicit in Islam. Any action and transaction has religious 
implications. Unlike many other religions, Islamic injunctions 
do not define legitemate sex as evil. Women are not held 
inferior spiritually. 
Since marriage is contractual, the terms and conditions 
of marriage have to be settled when marriage is arranged. 
These terms and conditions can be altered within the legitimate 
bond. Marriage is a combination of both secular contract and 
religious sacrament. The socio-legal and contractual element, 
should not obscure the religious aspect, as marriage is also 
a convenant, 
Marriage becomes valid after consummation and certain 
conditions must be satisfied. When a man wants to marry he 
may make a proposal of marriage either to women herself 
directly or through her parents and guardians. The marriage 
proposal and acceptance must be explicit, it can"be oral if both 
parties are present; otherwise it may be done in writing. 
Since the purpose of marriage is the intention of making a 
life long union, the contract should not have any indication 
of being valid for a limited duration. Two witnesses must 
sign the contract of marriage which fulfills a very important 
part of the ceremony. Mutual consent and public declaration 
of the marriage contract are the essentials. The law does not 
insist on any particular form or any specific religious 
ceremony although there are sufficient traditional forms 
prevalent among the Muslims in different parts of the world. 
According to Sharia* h the validity of marriage depends on the 
proposition and acceptance of the proposal, 
Conditionst 
Islam does not allow the marriage to be kept secret. 
Marriage should be widely publicized. The presence of a 
guardian or wall is necessary for the validity of the contract, 
which may not be considered unless the women has a guardian 
to represent her. She cannot appoint a representative or 
guardian other than her lawful guardian. Age and physical con-
ditiOBiOf "the woman does not make any difference in this regard. 
S.: 
A woman cannot be forced to marry against her will(Levy 1957:p.l06} 
Certain other conditions are required to be fulfilled. 
Since polyandry is prohibited, a Muslim woman has to be free 
of all marital bonds before entering into a fresh marriage 
contract. Apart from this, she should not fall within the 
forbidden degree of blood/affinal relationships (Quran, IV : 
22-23). Two competent witnesses should be present at the 
time of marriage so as to safeguard the progeny's right of 
legitimacy. 
The Holy Quran (IV : 4,20) prescribe that a marriage 
gift - mahr, be given to the "/ife at the time of marriage. 
A suitable amount should be fixed according to the financial 
status of th9 groom. The minimum or maximum of mahr is not 
specified in the Holy Quran. The amount must be mutually 
settled between tha two parties. The wife can, if she wishes 
so, return the mahr to the groom. 
If the woman at the time of marriage is widowed or 
divorced it should be ensured that she is not pregnant. In 
case of conception she must wait until the baby is born. 
It is necessary for a divroced Mjslim woman to wait foj' three 
months and for a Niaslim widow to wait for four months ano 
ten days before remarriage (Quran : IV : 23) in order to 
testify the pregnancy. 
A marriage contract i' act valid jnles^ thf cont'-i-
ctinq women, gives her free Cf-nsent. She must Of^  (naTj-.tr 
enough to take the decision independently. That is, tnar' . ^ 94. 
is not permissible before thp age of puberty. 
A man cannot marry mce than four wives at a time 
(conditions for polygamy are discussed later in this Chapter). 
Every society lays down rules for marriage and prescribes 
the limits within which marriage can take place. Various 
scholars have given conflicting views on the amount of freedom 
granted to women in pre-Islamic times. Some scholars insist 
that women were not free to contract their own marriage and 
that the father or guardian had full authority to give away a 
woman in marriage against her own wishes (Stern, 1939 : p. 33). 
The other group of scholars insists that women in pre-Islamic 
times had full freedom and authority to contract or conclude 
a marriage according to their own wishes (Nicholson, 1907 : 
p. 87; Smith, 1885; and Patai, 1967). 
Probably both these positions are not wholly viable 
because no distinction has been made between the norms followed 
by wanderers or exogamous tribes on the one hand and wealthy 
endogamous tribes on the other. In the latter case, matriloca-
lity was the norm and since the girl was well known and was 
apparently well treated, parents did not seek her consent. 
But in the case of wanderers, the consent of the girl was 
sought if the suiter belonged to a stranger tribe. Islamic 
prescriptions regarding freedom and consent of woman are 
variously defined by jurists. In case of virgin who has 
reached the age of puberty and is of sound mind, it is lawful 
for her father to give her in marriage with or without her 
consent. The reason is that a virqin -'^'lij- <'\o marital 
experience is unable to assess N'.-hat is '^ov^' or bad m 
her own interest, (Levy 1957: pp, lOb-llO). The marriage 
of a girl before menstruation is lawful though the consu-
mmation of marriage need not follow immediately. Since the 
girl is underage and has no legel identity, she is unable 
to give a valid consent. It is reported that the Holy 
Prophet had said that the consent of the virgin has to be 
taken but her silence is evidence of her approval (Levy, 1Q57: 
pp. 106, 110; Westermark 1926: p. 42). 
On the other hand some scholars persist that Islamic 
traditions deny such authority to the father and regard the 
girl's consent as a necessity for the validity of her marriage 
(Levy, 1957: p. 110; Fyzee 1974: p. 88). A general view is 
that if a girl is given in marriage without her consent, the 
marriage is invalid if it is contrary to her interest. The 
father as a legal guardian is authorized only to do v^'hat is 
beneficial to his ward. 
An aged women "/ho is a widov; or a divorcee is free to 
make her own choice because she is supposed to be experienced 
and would normally understand the implications of marriage and 
she is not likely to be misguided, 
In short neither the Holy Quran, nor the traditions of 
the Holy Prophet speak v;ith approval of such coercive authority, 
The father can probably, give her daughter in marriage vithout 
her ^onsent but not "'ithout '-looo intentions. 
Prescribed and Preferential Holes of Marriage: 
No person is completely free to marry whom he/she 
wishes to. There are certain restrictions on choice iDased 
on a number of factors. One such limitation is the law of 
endogamy and exogamy followed by the universal law of inscest 
taboos. The extent of endogamy and exogamy may very from group 
to group and from time to time. There are many factors setting 
limits to exogamy such as race, religion, lineage anr! social 
status. Religion seems to be the strongest of it all. If a 
group is self sufficient and faces no external threats, it 
v;ill take a strong stand against exogamy which may take the 
form of religious banish. There are certain other factors, on 
the other hand, that narro'r the field of endogamy anr^  make 
exogamy a necessity. These are incest taboo, affinal bonds and 
milk fosterage. 
Many changes v/ere brought about by Islam in the existing 
and established prectices of pre-Islamic traditions, when 
marriages between siblings and half siblings were legally 
permitted and practiced. There were few restrictions on 
marriages between cognates. According to Levy, 'In the 
Jahiliya the barriers placed on marriage were comparatively 
few.' (Levy, 1957 : p. 103). Islam made a number of exising 
marital relationships unlawful. For example, in pre-Islamic 
times, a man could have inherited his step-mother and married 
her. A man was also leqaliv -allowed to marry '"wc sisters at 
Che same time (Levy, 19'bltp. 133). Isl-^ -i '"orioane- mis 
practice. Most of the traditional barriers to intermarriage 
were readjusted. The prohibited degree in Islam can be decided 
by the three blood categori<=s: 
1) Consanguinal (blood relatives) 
2) Affinal (relatives through bonds of marriage) 
3) Lactational (relatives through wet nursing) 
The forbidden relations, for marriage, of the first 
two categories are as follows: 
Incest relationships among primary kins" are forbidden 
for the sake of morality and stable family structure. Islam 
made a number of existing marital relationships as unlawful. 
It however provided that such marriages that have already 
taken place shall remain valid. On the bases of above 
categories the following marriages are forbidden as oer 
Quranic injunctions: (See chart I) 
Mothers: A man cannot marry the divorced wife of his father 
nor can he marry the widow of his father. Grand-mother, 
maternal or paternal aunts and wife's mother are all prohibited 
Daughters: This includes real or step daughters, grand-
daughters ,sister' s daughters, brothei^ s daughters and step-
daughters under a man's guardianship. (Quran - IV : 23) 
Sisters; Sister includes rea] or half sisters, mother's 
sister? father's sister, 
Wivest Wives of ones own sons and grand-sons are forbidden. 
Muslim law prohibits marriage with foster relations or milk 
relations and so foster mother and foster sister come under 
the prohibited degree. Sisters are also prohibited. Step-
daughters born to ones wife with whom you have consumnia'ted 
relationship are prohibited but if the relationship is not 
consummated,there is no prohibition. Marriage with a mother 
and her daughter is not allowed. It is also prohibited between 
two persons having the same foster mother (reared at the breast 
of the same foster mother)(Quran -IV : 23). 
Some of the above mentioned relationships are prohibited 
permanently - like marriage with mother, sisters, daughters etc. 
but other can be of temporarily prohibited degree such as tv,/o 
sisters marrying the same man is prohibited, but if the wife 
dies he can marry her sister (system of sororate marriage). 
In the third category the forbidden degree due to 
location are the same as those due to consanguinal relationships. 
For example a man's foster sister is as unlawful for him as 
his real sister. The Holy Quran briefly states that milk 
mothers and sisters are unlawful for men (4:23) and the 
prohibition is extended to other milk relatives. Thus extension 
is derived from the traditions of the Holy Prophet. The reason 
advanced for this is that the Prophet made efforts to introduce 
the systens of a wide foster relations.nlp<^  sc^  a^  t,c reiVs-;CP 
the practice of adoption which, it is reported, he nan 
repudiated (Stern, 1939 ; p. 103). 
It is clear that a Muslim cannot marry within certain 
forbidden degree, and that he/she must marry a co-religionist. 
Marriage with persons of a different race, status or colour is 
not forbidden, Social equality of partners as a consideration 
for marriage is only a precautionary measure and can be over 
come under appropriate conditions. 
Thus marriage rules are well prescribed in Islamic law, 
A muslim man/woman can marry both parallel as well as cross-
cousins (Chart II). Exogamous marriages (i.e. outside the 
parallel and cross cousin circle) are permitted provided that 
the person does not fall under the forbidden category. 
The general rule of religious homogamy applies to all 
Muslims. However, under various' circumstances a Muslim male 
(not female) can inter marry with a non-Muslim who believes in 
any of the other three Divine Books of God - that is, one can 
marry a Christian, a Jew or a follower of Abraham. However, 
marriage to an idolateress is forbidden (Quran II : 220-221 ; 
V : 5). 
A Muslim woman, on the other hand, is allowed to marry 
only a Muslim man. 
But inspite of the fact that such marriages are lawful 
in Islam, they may have practical problems if practiced. It 
seems that the permission to Muslim male to marry a non-Muslim 
female is based on the I^ l^amic idea of good ./^/llj co"Hid& 
non-Muslims, It i? •A/orthy of notp that in suc^ - - nHr-iage 
the religious DelieiS of the non-Muslim wife are lot ..nter-
ferred with, and she has full freedom to retain nei own 
religious identity. Islamic law protects her against oressure of 
any kind and she c'oes not lose any of her right'-. 
Selection of Marriage Partner; 
In pre-Islamic society th^ criterion for the choice of 
an ideal mate was social equality and not the religious equality. 
Pre-Islamic A.raDian society was stratifie . '^  t •* h'^  ri^ -p of 
Islam the ideological situation changed and a new critarion was 
introduced. According to this criterion, all Muslims were 
brothers and equal before God. T'T^ only recognisable criterion 
of ultimate distinction between AJuslim bretheren, was that of 
piety and fear of God. But the traditional values of Arabs 
were not rejected by Islam altogether. Rather it changed 
them and placed them in a religious context. Some of these 
and 
values were generosity, faithfulness /affection. These rere 
no longer tribal virtues but were meritted with religious 
virtues. Thus for a free .Muslim man to marry a free Muslim 
woman the requirement was religious equality and not social 
equality. In view of religious compatibility, other conside-
rations are only secondary. Social equality does not in any 
way interfere with selection of mates. 
', 
Mate selection nas been governed by the rulps and 
considerations which may or may not include love. According 
to Stephens (1963 : p. 187) choice of mates is divided into 
two categories: 
1) Where people are not free to choose their partners and 
marriages are arranged by parents and kinsmen. In such cases 
and 
emphasis is upon bride price / reputation of the kin group of 
spouses. 
2) Free mate choice is based on courtship and decided mainly 
between the two spouses. 
Berelson and Steinger (1964 : pp. 305-308), have 
advanced two theories of mate selection: 
1. Theory of homogamy - in which people who are in various 
ways alike prefer each other as marriage partners. 
2. The theory of heterogamy or theory of complementary needs. 
According to this theory, every individual seeks within his or 
her field of eligibles those persons who give the greatest 
promise of providing him or her with maximum need gratification, 
Though these theories do not have a perticular reference to 
the Muslims but some generalizations can be suggested. 
Mate selection is not a random process. For every 
person there are a number of eligibles. The range of eligible 
partners may he narrow or wide depending upon the stratifica-
tion and value system.If the field is strictly defined, the 
pattern of choice will be homogenous because people would be 
more IncMrn-'d to choose mates like themselves . if tht field 
is wide, thf choice will be heteroqeneous . These twc theories 
have one thing in common and that is the "field of eligibles", 
In pre-Islamic Arabia, the field of elpLgibles was 
defined, A walthy, beautiful, virgin, young, intelligent and 
honourable woman of noble ancestory was considered by men as 
most eligible. Whereas an ideal husband should be a young 
Arab. It was disgraceful for Arabs to give their daughters 
in marriage to non-Arabs of humble lineage (Levy, 1957). 
In pre-Islamic time social equality was the criterion 
but with Islam came the new criterion of religious homogamy. 
Religious equality is required in marriage. The Holy Prophet 
advised Muslims to select a mate of religious virtues and give 
preference to this quality above every thing else. He himself 
belonged to the tribe of Qurysh-i6 tribe of high social status 
yet he encouraged the marriage of some former slaves to the 
women of his own tribe (Ameer, 1965: pp. 235-236). 
Plurality in Marriage: 
In pre-Islamic Arabia ,kinship considerations were the 
foundation of social life and, as we have already seen, society 
was characterized by various froms of marriage and extended 
family ties. According to Davis (1949 : p. 417) "in a 
kinship dominated society any means of enlarging the family 
contributed to one's power and prestige.'* 
In pre-Islamic Arabia plural mating did occur but it 
is difficult to say how common it was. It seems that the 
custom was permitted and occasionally practiced though generally 
it was resented by the society. Polyandry and polygyny are 
discussed below, 
Polyandry: 
Polyandry is likely to prevail under conditions vhere 
there is a high ratio of men, severe poverty, lack of sexual 
jealousy, benevolence with regard to sex and insignificance of 
economic output of the women. The extent of polyandry in 
pre-Islamic Arabia is uncertain. Matrilineality had existed 
but without any conclusively casual relationship with polyandry. 
Sexual laxity, povert - and female infanticide were known but 
these were not directly responsible for polyandry. Even 
patterned polyandry was not favoured. Pride, honour and shame 
w6re responsible for female infanticide. But there are evidences 
that polyandry was practiced. In certain casjs v;omen would 
cohabit with a group of men but the reason for this kind of 
relationship was, perhaps, the quest for good breeding. In 
another type of pre-Islamic polyandry, the number of men 
involved was greater and such relationship was characterized 
as prostitution* Women who were involved in this kind of 
relationship were not respected and lived in isolation. This 
may be a form of sexual behavioarbut can hardly be designat3d 
as a pattern of marriage (Smith, 1885 : p. 286). 
There were many other forms of marriage ir oji--IsJdmic 
times such as muta marriage, 'vife-lending, mamaq. oy 
exchange, inheritance and capture. 
Islam rose in this diversified environment and prescribed 
marriage by contract only. However, marriage like cohibatation 
with slaves is permissible. Any other form of marriage apart 
from these, is forbidden (Quran : jj : 22) 
Polygyny; 
According to Murdock "polygyny can be said to exist, 
of course, only when the plural marriages are contemporenous ... 
... and secondly, all the unions must be genuine marriages, 
involving residential cohabitation and economic cooperation 
1/ 
as well as sexual association (Murdock, 1965, p. 25). It is 
important to note that unlike any other plural unions like 
concubines , apart from residential cohabitation and economic 
cooperation, a polygynous union must have the support of 
culture and public opinion. 
It has been said that the low ratio is conducive to and 
with 
correlated/polygyny. But there is no connection between low sex 
ratio and polygyny as such. Low sex ratio does not always lead 
to polygyny except when the former has long interacted with a 
host of other variables. It is assumed that men have a greater 
sex desire than women. Linton's analogy with subhuman primates, 
suggest that men may havt: j--ttonal predisposition to^ft-ards 
polygyny based on this higher capacity for physlcaJ dominance 
and aggressive sexual arousal. This capacity, if it exists, 
is reinforced by the presence of more marriageable females, 
than males in most societies. In view of this biological 
and demographic reality, a society may, according to Linton, 
consider it desirable to give these surplus females an oppor-
tunity to breed, thus maintaining the man-power of the group. 
The society may consider it desirable thit the offspring of 
these surplus females should be reared under normal familial 
conditions. The presence in any society of many unmated 
adults, particularly females and of children lacking power 
and family care may prove to be a disturbing threat to public 
morality and also to stability of marital relationships. This 
is more so where marriage is the natural expected career for 
women (Linton, 1936 : p. 27-30)* 
At the group level, polygyny may serve as a pact of 
interfamily alliance or as in ancient times may act as inter-
state and intertribe friendship. The other reasons may be the 
prohibition of adoption, the desire to have children in such 
a situation can be satisfied only through legitimate pro-
creation. These reasons can explain why polygyny occurred. 
If polygyny may help to solve some social problems, it 
can also generate new ones. Jealousy among co-wives and 
competition for the favour of husband are the most important 
problems. Lack of Interest in family as b ^^ hole and interest 
in bearing children for personal advantages are few tc name. 
On the other hand, the husband is obviously caught in dilemma, 
if his wives do not share a pleasant relationship. He is under 
conflicting pressure with little peace of mind. If they live 
with cooperation the family provides happiness, peace, and 
harmony,then the hdus^old burden becomes lighter for each one 
of them. These problems impose practical restrictions on 
polygyny. 
The other practical restiction on polygyny may occur 
due to economic, demographic and social factors. Polygyny is 
likely to prevail where maintenance marriage and cost of 
having is high and where the sex ratio is almost eaual. High 
rate of financially and socially independent women also restrict 
polygyny. Thus, it seems that only a small and limited number 
of mates throughout human history have e^ qaeiae-niced polygyny even 
though it was permissible. 
Inspite of these limitations, polygyny has been 
permitted by Islam though monogamy is regarded as the ideal 
form of marriage (Quran : IV : 129)» But it is noteworthy 
that it is not accurate to characterize the Muslim family 
system as polygynous, in technical sense of the term. Though 
Islam permits conditional polygyny, it is neither prohibited 
nor sanctioned with out any reason. Polygyny is permitted 
under unavoidable circumstances at certain stage of development. 
The coDStant decimation of male popuLition iue to frequent 
tribal wars ano the numerical superiority o< women may b.' 
one cause for this custom. 
The rules of polygyny in Islam are said to have been 
established in response to certain pressing situations and to 
regulate future behaviour in a way that could provide legiti-
mate alternatives. Islam permitts polygyny but it does not 
make polygyny obligatory. It is neither an offense nor an 
injunction nor an article of faith. Islam assumes that marriage 
is a universal piaenomenon which may take various forms. That 
in every situation a sense of Godmindedness and transcendental 
responsibility must be brought to bear upon the web of social 
relationships. That i«v similar situations, different individuals 
may react differently. God only expects from man what is 
attainable for him and what .is possible for man to achieve. 
The two passages of the Holy Quran where polygyny is 
designated permissible are as follows. ''And if ye fear that 
ye will not deal fairly by the orphans marry of the woman, who 
seem good to you. two or three or four,' and if ye fear that ye 
can not do justice (to so many) then one (only) or(the 
captives) that your right hands possess, thus it is more likely 
that yevdll not do injustice" (Quran IV: 3) 
"Ye will not be able to deal equally between (your) wives, 
how ever much ye wish (to do so). But turn not altogether away 
(from one), leaving her in suspense. If ye do good and keep 
ever 
from evil, lo, Allah is/forgiving, Merciful," (Quran, IV: 129). 
In the first passage- polygyny is permitted only if 
there is fear of injustice to the orphan wards but it is 
forbidden if the husband if, not sure of treating his 
co-wives equitably. The second passage states that if man 
is not able to achieve equality then polygyny is 'unlawful". 
Though polygyny has been both abused and displaced, the 
classical position as prescribed by the Holy Quran is still 
dominant. The permissibility of polygyny is established 
by Quran and Sunnah of prophet. It was initially permitted 
to prevent injustice to women perticularly female orphans and 
to promote continence. It is important to note that polygyny 
is lawful to those who have reasons for it and can treat their 
wives equitably and provide for them suffciently. Quran makes 
reference to unattainable justice (4 : 129) which is the absolute 
equity which demands the husband to have same feeling and 
affection towards his co-wives and to control fully his emotional 
inclinations so that his sentiments and sympathiasare not greater 
for one wife than for the other. Quran requires humanly 
attainable justice. That is, justice in terms of companionship, 
provisions, considerations and such controllable aspects of 
family life. It is difficult to keep control on emotions and 
feelings and therefore, not possible to maintain the same 
intensity of feelings even for one's own children and wives. 
This kind of absolute equity is not achievable (Ali, 1917 
pp. 199-200). 
It is note worthy that in Islarri, polygyny is forbidden 
if it involves unlawful things or lead to unlawful cnnsequences 
such as injustice. The Holy Quran states that a man may marry 
only one wife if there is a fear of injustice (Quran, IV: 3). 
This constitutes the religio-moral limitations placed on 
polygyny (Quran, IV :3). Inspite of these restrictions, if 
the injustices take the form of concrete, detectable behavior, 
the law enforcement authorities are enjoined to take action 
in order to ensure justice and equity. 
The fact must be borne in mind that certain unavoidable 
circumstances give rise to polygyny. Certain situations at 
certain times make its practice absolutely needful for example 
the preservation of women from starvation and utter destitution. 
Inspite of these facts, Islam has forbidden a man to take more 
than one wife if he is unable to provide them adequately and 
treat them equitably and under no circumstances must he exceed 
the limit of four wives. Secondly, if harm or injustice is 
done to women, the judicial authorities have full right to 
protect or even grant her the right to divorce. Thirdly^the 
severest restriction is probably the fact that a second, third 
or the fourth marriage is a full fledged contract which entails 
all the rights and obligations to >the cb^^wivesJn case of divorce 
or widowhood, the same amount of mahr has to be paid to each 
one of the wives (Yousuf All, 1938: pp. 1562-63). 
Various scholars of Islam have noted that polygynous 
marriages increase in proportion to the increased number of 
helpless widows and orphans, resulting t rem triba: ^m^ ox 
when they are in need of provisions and guardian- tc iook 
after their moral and material welfare. The lack of state 
budget to meet the urgent needs of these helpless women was 
another reason. Secondly, marriage bonds were not taken 
seriously at that time and needed urgent reform. To regularize 
and stablize polygyny was sanctioned. According to Stern, 
"•Mohammad, by his sanction of polygyny was introducing a 
regularized type of polygamous marriages to meet the emergency 
of the situation" (Stern, 1939 : pp. 78-80; Hamilton, 1982; 
P&tai,1957). 
After undefined practices of marriage in pre-Islamic 
times, polygyny came as a well defined institution which it 
was expected would help destitute women to regain their position 
in the community. These women would have otherwise become the 
target of exploitation and the social norms may be driven 
violant (Yousuf Ali, 1938 ; Ali, 1917). Another important 
factor lies in Islam's strong condemnation of fornication and 
adultry. Islam prescribed various measures to prevent illegal 
relationships and exploitative or delinquent sexual behaviour. 
This moral consideration seems to provide a good explanation 
of the sanction of regulated polygyny. 
Another question which is frequently asked is whether 
polygyny is a previlage for men only. According to Jaffery, 
marriage is solely a male previlege in Islam. No woman may be 
mdrried to more than one Tiar at a time'' (.Ja fsry, 1^49: p. 'bS) . 
But if polyandry ^eve Ln^~ 11 tiitionalizecJ aionq -^Itri, instead of 
polygyny, lineage anc; legitimacy would break up. Male spouses 
would try to get rid of one another and disputes would arise. 
Polygyny is not entirely peculiar to any age or society,the 
i§ the difference of degree and formality. In Islam, polygyny 
is a voluntary course which was legalized under certain condi-
tions. CC'-^ -"^  ^ '0. 
Mahr 
The origin of bride price, according to Pata^must be 
sought in which a young girl was an economic asset for her 
father' s family. The departure of the girl from her ov.-n family 
was an economic loss and this was compensated by the bride price 
(Patai; 1959: p. 56). 
But the concept of mahr in Islam is guite different; 
because here the women and not her family is the recipient 
of mahr. A women is allov;ed to retain the mahr as her wedding 
portion and her exclusive possession. It is her personal 
property of which she has power to disense with as she wishes. 
It is enjoined by the Holy Quran, the traditions of the Holy 
Prophet and the consensus of Muslims. Mahr must not strictly 
consist of money. It can be in the form of movable property 
or the services rendered to the bride herself. According to 
Stern, freedom given to a slave can be offered as dowry and 
such a marriage is supposed to be valid. (Stern, 1939: p. 56). 
Quantum of Dower; 
In pre-Islamic Arabia the gift given to the wife at 
the time of marriage was sadaq whereas mahr was paid to the 
father of the wife (Smith, 1884: p. 93). But since the 
inception of Islam mahr has to be paid to the wife. Islam 
insists upon the making mahr into a real settlement in favour 
of the wife. The dower also becomes a check on the almost un-
limited power of husband to divorce. 
The amount of mahr can or cannot be fixed at the time 
of marriage ceremony,If it is unspecified at the time when 
marriage is contracted the law declares that it must be 
adjusted on definite principles (Quoted in Fyzee, 1975: p. 134) 
The amount of dower may or may not be less than what 
has been fixed minimum by the law. Different schools of law 
have different amounts as minimum amount of dower. According 
to Hanafi law the minimum amount of dower is 10 dirhams and 
according to A^aliki law it is 3 dirhams. But in Shafii and 
Shia laws there is no minimum amount fixed by the law 
(Fyzee, 1974: p. 134). This amount has to be converted 
according to the present value of the currency. This minimum 
amount fixed by the law can hardly be judged as an adequate 
amount for the wife but according to Hamilton "The payment of 
dower enjoined by the law merely as a token of respect for its' 
object (the woman) (Hamilton, 1982: p. 44). In the case of an 
extremely poor man, the Prophet requested him to teach the 
Quran to his wife, and this wa^ considered by law givers to 
be an adequate requital of the husband's obligation (Quoted 
in Fyzee 1974: p. 135). 
Islam considers mahr tc be the exclusive possession of 
a woman and the husband is ordered to pay it to her. He is not 
to expect even a small portion in return unless the wife herself 
remits it to him. Thus the Holy Quran commands-
•"And give unto the women, (whom ye marry) free gift of 
their marriage portionsi but if they of their own accord remil. 
linto you a part there of, then ye are wlecome to absorb it 
(in your wealth).*' (Quran : IV : 4). 
There are may other verses in the Holy Quran to this 
effect, ?ll&men are supposed to have the complete ownership of 
mehr and can use or dispose it off as they wish (Quran IV:19-20; 
22-25) . 
Unlike the pre-Islamic times, with the advent of Islam, 
the suitor was expected to pay the sum of the money or mahr 
to the bride herself and not to her father or nearest kinsmen. 
This has a bearing on the question of whether women in pre-
Islamic times could own property. (Patai, 1959)» Some scholars 
suggest that in pre-Islamic times there must have been a custom 
where dowry was paid to women and not to her people in order 
to leave her independent financially. It is worthy to note 
here that Islam made it a divine injunction and not a custom, 
that the bride alone has the full right to dowry and to dispose 
it off. Thfe most importanr fjc.Toi of it is that for oarents 
the choice of husband for their daughters is mainly concerned 
for what is best for the women ana without self interest 
(Quran : IV : 20-25) . 
Another important point is the emphasis of Islam on 
the simplicity and limits of dowry which should b^  given 
according to the circumstances with emphasis upon moderation, 
The Prophet said, "The best wedding is that upon which the least 
trouble and expense is bestowed.*' (Mishkat), However, there is 
no minimum or maximum limit to the amount of dowry gifted. The 
fact that there is no minimum limit, ji/es rise to several 
implications. It is intended to facilitate marriage since in 
Islam advocacy of marriage is unequivocal. It can narrow 
the gaps between the various sociaj strata. No maximum limit 
to dowry may also indicate that neither sexual gratification 
nor progeny is regarded the crucial factor in marriage. If 
they were, then many people may have sought economic means 
to achieve these ends instead of paying dowries which are 
often very handsome. According to some jurists, the technical 
view of the dowry is enjoined in the return for the man's right 
to have legitimate access to cohabit with the woman he marri es 
(Stephens, 1963: p. 187). 
D I V O R C E 
The dissolution of marriage has always been subject 
to special disapproval and controversy. Yet, in every 
society ways and means are sought for terminating marriage 
bond which cannot fulfill their functions successfully. 
Though divorce in one form or another exists in all societies, 
yet the modes of divorce vary from one society to another, 
depending on the religious beliefs, values and customs. Thus, 
just as marriage is an important social institution, the 
institution of divorce too has its importance. Divorce 
provides a socially acceptable solution to solve the problem 
of maladjustment of the spouses. Yet, despite its social 
acceptability, a divorce, and especially a female divorceeis 
often times considered a social outcaste. According to the 
tenets of some religions like Catholicism and Hinduism, 
marriage is a sacraaent, and therefore cannot be dissolved. 
On the other hand, according to Islamic teachings, marriage is 
a social contract and, if absolutely necessary, this contract 
may oe dissolved. However, despite this religious sanction, 
a divorce is shunned and it is difficult for him/her to remarry, 
This social boycott is stronger against women than against men. 
There is no perfect formula in any culture to protect 
marital harmony. Divorce appeais to be such an uninevitable 
process that every society has made a provision for some 
structural means of ending a marriage which cannot fulfill its* 
functions. Marriage dissolution car nave as many reasons, 
as narrlage itself* In the words of vVinch - 'Spouse? seek 
divorce because they find it very difficult to continue 
living with each other and not primarily, because of any 
gross wrong doings on the part of either spouse.' (Winch, 
1963 : p. 693). 
This Chapter deals with various aspects of divorce as 
advocated by Islam. 
Divorce in Islam; 
Though marriage in Islam is a contract of a permanent 
relationship between spouses, yet if a situation arises where 
reconciliation between incompatible spoAJses in not possible, 
divorce is a means for ending the marital relationship. 
DlvorCQ in Islam encompasses many religio-legal aspects. 
If there is no concievable way of reconciliation between the 
spouses, divorce is considered obligatory and lawful. However, 
according to Islamic injunctions divorce is considered strongly 
undesirable if there are no concrete valid reasons. Thus, in 
principle, divorce is lawful but becomes obligatory or desirable 
depending upon the gravity of the situation. 
Islamic law considers marriage and divorce as highly 
sensitive and consequential matters. It is recommended that 
all efforts be made to allow the marital relationship to 
flourish. However, in case things do not work out and the 
spouses are required to separate, they are required to part 
in good faith and without any intention of harming each others 
interests (Quran: II : 229; 227)^ Various sections dealing 
with divorce (Quran : II : 228, 295, 229, 289, 299) emphasize 
the moral, social and economic aspects of divorce. The Holy 
Quran envisages marriage as a decent companionship which 
fulfills the noble purpose and commands the partners to take 
every measure to make a happy companionship on a concrete 
foundation, (Quran : XXIV ; 32). On the other hand, the Holy 
Quran makes a realistic provision for divorce. 
Divorce, it appears,is unavoidable whether any religion 
approves of it or not. 'Divorce since it disintegrates the family 
in itself, .•«... but it is a necessary evil.*'(See Fyzee, 1974: 
pp. 147-148). In his opinion,it is wise to sacrifice the unity 
of the family rather than to sacrifice the future happiness of 
the whole family by forcing the spouses to remain together, 
Thus, provision for the dissolution of marriage in Islam 
is provided to it's followers. 
Grounds for Divorce: 
The provision for divorce in Islamic law is clear. A 
Muslim is required to act honestly and with utmost discretion. 
The Holy Quran commands the concerned persons and the public 
to use the provision of divorce only as a last resort. A 
Muslim is expected to act in a rational manner. The married 
couple should seek divorce only when they have •serious and sound 
reasons. (Quran s II : 229) 
Levy (19 57: p. 121) has noted that since a husband 
is not expected to justify his action, he is entitled to 
divorce his wife at "his own will and caprice" such a 
statement is not supported by either Quranic injunctions or by 
the Hadith nor by the various schools of Islamic jurisprudence. 
On the contrary, one finds that the grounds for divorce are 
specified for both men and women. Before Islam, the power of 
divorce was controlled by husbands only. Islam severely 
restricted dissolution 6f martiage and made it a serious matter 
(Ameer, 1965 : p. 243)* Moreover, it gave right to women to 
demand a divorce and to actually practice it. Interestingly 
the wife has more grounds for seeking a divorce because 
polyandry is not permitted in Islam where as polygyny is 
permissible. A man can tolerate a deviant wife because he 
can always take another wife. On the other hand a woman 
cannot have more than one husband at a time. If she must 
take a second husband she will have to divorce the first one. 
Apart from this, in certain situations, the wife's 
request for a divorce is justified. The major reasons are 
husband's inability to provide for the wife, severe poverty, 
long absence of husband or long imprisonment and impotency. 
In these circumstances if a wife desires she may seek a legal 
release from her husband. The other reasons in which each 
party can seek a divorce are serious and chronic diseases, 
desertion and insanity, false marriage contract andJ5(f«aAlfeBf6T^ ^^ ,^. 
ment (Latif, 1973). / ^ ' 
4-, D-!'-:'?# 
Though Islam expects a happy and permanent relationship in 
marriage,.it, cfeesnot overlook the possibility of a broken 
marriage and divorce (Quran : II : 229). If the concerned 
partners fear that they cannot observe the limits assigned by 
the provisions of the Holy Quran, a divorce can be negotiated. 
Separation for good reasons is better for both husband and wife. 
The Holy Quran commands both disputants to consort with each 
other in kindness and peace. (Quran : II : 226, 227, 228, 229). 
The grounds for divorce are different for men and women. 
A Muslim husband of sound mind can divorce his wife. Such a 
divorce is lawful but considered undesirable. For women there 
are certain grounds or basis on which a woman can obtain divorce. 
Women in Islam were given the right for obtaining separation 
on reasonable grounds such as long absence of husband, failure 
to maintain, impotency, imprisonment, insanity, cruety etc. 
(Fyzee, 1974 : pp. 170-171; Ameer, 1965 : p. 224) 
Missing Husband; 
If the husband absconds fcr an abnormally long period 
of time and his whereabouts are not known, the wife is entitlea 
to dissolve her marriageo 
According to Islamic law the period of a husband's 
absence without any information of his whereabouts should be 
atleast four years. (Fyzee, 197/1; P. 171). However, the 
subject regarding the right of a wife to dissolve the marriage 
under these circumstances is rather controversial. According 
to Hanafi law the period prescribed is 120 years . According 
to Shia and Maliki law the matter is to be decided by a judge. 
If the judge could pronounce the seperation at the expiry of 
four years, the wife is required to observe iddat for four 
years and ten days, and thereafter she is free to remarry. 
(Verma, 1971 : pp. 256-259) 
Failure to Maintain; 
According to Hanafi. law the inability to provide main-
tenance for a wife is not a reason for marriage dissolution. 
But it is the absolute duty of the husband to maintain the 
wife, even if she has the means to maintain herself and the 
husband. However, according to Shia law the inability to 
provide maintenance is considered a sound ground for divorce, 
Imprisonment of Husband; 
According to Islamic law, if the husband is sentenced 
to imprisonment for seven years or more the wife is not entitled 
for the dissolution of marriage if she receives her proper 
maintenance during the period of his imprisonment. However, 
in Shafei law the wife has the right to demand the dissolution 
of marriage on this basis. (Fyzee, 1974 ; p. 173) 
• There is controversy regarding the length of absence, 
3oae writers say it was 90 years, others 99 years and 
stili others 120 years. 
Breach of Marital Obligations: 
If the husband is unable to perform his marital 
obligations without any reasonable cause the wife can seek div-
orce. These obligations include: maintenance, equality among 
wives, sex, separate apartment (in case of more than one wife) 
and payment of dower etc. (Verma, 1971 : pp. 262-63). 
IiapoJ:encv:' 
According to Islamic Law if the husband is impotent at 
the time of marriage and the wife was ignorant of this fact 
at the time of marriage she can obtain a divorce. Even if the 
wife knows of her husband's impotency she has.a right to 
initiate divorce. The Hanafi law entitles the wife for a 
divorce if the impotency of the husband is proyedt. (Fyzee, 
1974 : p. 173). 
Insanity and Other Diseases or Defects; 
According to some interpreters of Islamic law, the 
wife can obtain a divorce if the husband is insane for 2 years. 
But according to Hanafi law a wife cannot obtain divorce on the 
basis of her husband's insanity. Under Shafii and Shia law 
she can claim separation on the grounds of insanity. (Verme iQ.71 
pp. 270 - 71). 
In respect of other diseases Like leprosy, venereal 
disease etc. Hanafi law doe^ - not entitle the wife to secure 
separation. According to Shafei law the husband can dissolve 
marriage if the wife is suffering from any such desease but a 
wife cannot obtain separation. (Verma : pp. 270 - 71), 
Option of Puberty; 
If a girl is below fifteen years of age at the time of 
marriage, and marriage is performed by father or grandfather, 
the girl has the right to repudiate the marriage until she 
attains the age of eighteen years. But under these circums-
tances the marriage should not have been consummated. She can 
however seek divorce after she attains the age of eighteen 
years even if the marriage has been consummated, 
Cruelty: 
If the husband habitually assaults the wife and treats 
her badly she is entitled to sue for divorce. Apart from this 
if the husband, having more than one wife, does not treat them 
equally or associates with women of ill repute or forces her 
to lead an immoral life or does not allow her to excercise her 
legal right over her property etc., a wife can seek divorce 
on these grounds. 
It must be specifically stated here, that while women 
are allowed to seek dissolution of marriage on the various 
grounds stated above, no specific grounds are prescribed for 
men seeking divorce. Infact, conflicting interpretations 
in this regard are forwaraed bv the leading Lnterr./re ters of 
the Quranic injunctions. i'^ auJvi Muhammad A] j ij',)l7 pp. 104-105) 
a noted commentator on the Holy -.Juran. has pointo'J out that 
the Islamic law of divorce as dealt with in the Holy Quran, 
confers the right on v;omen to claim divorce. He cites the 
case of Jameelah, wife of Sabit bin Qais. In thi^ case, the 
wife was dissatisfied by the marriage even though she found 
no fault (either moral or religious) with her husband. "She 
only hated him" (Muhe.m.'nad Ali, 1917; p. 106) The Holy Prophet 
had her divorced on the condition that she should return the 
gardens and dowry gifted to her by her husband. Thus Jameelah 
was allowed to claim a divorce for no reason other than 
incompatability. It may then be observed that if a woman is 
allowed to claim divorce for no reason other than incompatabilit^, 
then her elaira for divorce on grounds for ill treatment etc. 
could easily be enforced. Technically this claim to divorce 
by the wife is called Khula. It may be noted that a woman 
seeking Khula, must make a claim to the Qazi who, after 
considering her arguments may or may not grant Khula. 
On the other hand, a man can divorce his wife by 
pronouncing divorce in the manner prescribed in the Holy 
Quran (Quran II : 229, 298, 299). He neither has to present 
his case to the Qazi nor does he have to give any reasons 
for divorce (Latif, 1970). 
Procedure; 
Since divorce in Islam is considered a very serious 
matter and the Holy Prophet considered it as the most 
repugnant of all things lawful,certain conditions are prescribed 
for the pronouncement of divorce, for it is believed that 
without the remedy of divorce, healthy conjugal relations 
cannot be maintained (Muhammad Ali, 1917 : pp. 1085-1087). 
The husband, who is seeking divorce must be free of 
intoxication and should be in his senses. Divorce is not 
considered valid if it is pronounced under the influence of 
intoxication, or under emotional stress. 
The husband, at the time of pronouncement of divorce 
must be fully conscious and alert and at the same time he must 
ensure that he really means to divorce his wife. The husband 
who wishes to divorce must have reached puberty. 
There are certain instructions which are to be followed 
if the divorce is to take place according to Holy Prophet's 
teachings . The wife must have reached the age of puberty and 
she must be- ritually pure (that is she must be free from the 
menstrual cycle and she must not be in post natal period of 
forty days). If, however, she has not completed the period of 
ritual pollution or there has been an intercourse after the 
termination of period of pollution, the wife is not considered 
to be in a state of ritual purity and the divorce will not be 
valid (Muhammad Ali, 1917 : pp. 106-107 ; Quran II : 222, 223). 
r-' 
The wife -luring the period of separation is considered 
to be the wife of her husband. She is supposed to go through 
the period of purity for three successive months. Intercourse 
is forbidden during this period. At this stage if the couple 
still desires, divorce may be pronounced, 
If there is conflict between husband and wife both of 
them are directed to reconsider the whole situation carefully 
and try to solve their problem between themselves or with the 
help of relatives and friends. Both should act patiently as 
adults and responsible persons. If they decide upon a divorce 
then two persons of each family should be selected to examine 
the situation. If there is no possibility of any reconcilia-
tion then divorce should be recommended in accordance with the 
Sunnah, fulfilling all necessary conditions mentioned above 
(Holy Quran II : 228, 229, 231 and LXV : 1-5). 
Types of Divorce: 
Divorce or "talaq in Islam can be classified in the 
following ways: 
The Sunnah Divorce: 
If no means of reconciliation are possible and divorce 
is only recourse left to the spouses, the marriage should be 
dissolved according to Sunnah. Sunnah divorce has two basic 
variants. 
1. Ahsan Form or Single Revocable Divorces This is the 
most laudable of all types of divorce. It consists of one 
single pronouncement within the term of purity, that is, when 
the woman is free from the menstrual periods. This is followed 
by the abstention from any kind of sexual intimacy between the 
spouses. The pronouncement leaves the wife to the observance 
of the probationary or 'waiting period' or iddat. This period 
is of 3 months duration from the date of the pronouncement 
except in the case of a pregnant wife. In that case the waiting 
period is until after the birth of the baby, 
This kind of divorce is revocable during the period of 
iddat. The single pronouncement does not dissolve the marriage 
completely. Divorce is revocable at any tine during the period 
of iddat. This can be expressed in words or by conduct. If 
the hurtand cohabits with the wife during the period of iddat, 
the divorce is revoked under Hanifi law (Hamilton^1982: p. 72). 
At the expiry of the waiting period or iddat, the divorce 
becomes irrevocable and the wife becom95 free to remarry someone 
else. She is entitled to maintenance during the period of iddat 
(Fyzee, 1974 : pp. 152-153). 
This form of divorce is most laudable because the method 
is least injurious to women and the men behave kindly. The 
husband is obliged to keep his wife in the same house or atleast 
arrange for a comfortable residence for her. It is the res-
ponsibility of the husband to maintain the wife during the 
^^ 
the perioo of iddat. If the couple reconcile -v.-thir this 
period, nothing else Is required than his initiaJ revocation 
to facilitate the re-union. But after the term of iddat 
expires and no revocation takes place, the divorce becomes 
irrevocable. After this, the wife is free to marry either 
someone else or she can reunite with her former husband, 
This marriage has to take place with all the standard requi-
sities of a new contract even if it is a reunion with her 
former husband. The Holy Prophet's companions chiefly 
esteemed this kind of divorce because it is less injurious 
to women and she remains a lawful to her husband even after 
the expiration of waiting period, A husband can also take 
back his wife without any shame, Ahsan talaq is a check 
against the hasty pronouncement of divorce as it is pronounced 
during the time in which there is no restriction to conjugal 
intercourse. During iddat, divorce continues to be in suspense 
and there is still room for reconciliation. This form of 
divorce is accepted as legal to the Wahabi School, 
2, Hasan Form; or Triple Irrevocable Divorce; In this 
form of divorce a man must make three pronouncements during 
three consecutive terms of ritual purity. At the pronouncement 
of divorce for the third time, the divorce becomes final and 
irrevocable. 
The wife should be maintained by the husband during 
these successive months. She should be kept in the same house 
oj provided with a separate restdenc*^  and the maintenance 
must be provided by the husband. 
In this form of divorce, having made the first pronounce-
ment of divorce, the husband must wait for the woman to recover 
from her next monthly menstrual course. During this period 
they must not cohibit. When the wife enters into a state of 
fresh purity, the second pronouncement must be made. Having 
made the second pronouncement the husband should wait for the 
wife to recover from her next mentrual period. If the husband 
decides not to reconcile he must make the pronouncement for 
the third and last time. This third pronouncement is final 
and irrevocable. After the third pronouncement the marriage 
is dissolved and sexual relations become unlawful and iddat 
becomes incumbent. 
In this form there is a chance for the parties to 
reconcile if they so desire. However, the reconciliation 
should be made before the third pronouncement of divorce after 
which the marriage becomes very difficult, if not impossible. 
After the third and final pronouncement, the wife cannot 
remarry her former husband unless she marries another man 
and is lawfully divorced by her second husband after marriage 
is consumated. This difficult procedure is probably prescribed 
to check the casual attitude towards divorce and is prescribed 
by the Hanafi School of jurisprudence. In pre-Islamic times, 
the wife was divorced and taken back by the husband several 
tiroes. The Prophet banned all such practices. There is 
provision for a husband to take back his wife but he should 
do so before the third pronouncement of divorce. (Quran: LXV: 
2 and Fyzee, 1974: p. 154) 
Disapproved Forms or Talaqul-Bida: 
The forms of divorce that are not made in accordance 
with the Sunnah procedures are considered talaq~al-Bida, and 
appear in the following variant forms: 
Triple Declaration: 
In this form, pronouncements are made in a single 
period of ritual purity. The pronouncement is made either 
in a single sentence or in three sentences. This form of 
divorce is considered sinful by some interpreters (Fyzee, 1974: 
p. 151-156) , but lawful according to Hanafi law. This form 
of divorce is irrevocable, 
Single Irrevocable Declaration: 
Pronouncement of divorce is made only once during 
tne period of sexual purity of the wife. This form of divorce 
is disapproved by Hanafi law. It may be given in writing too. 
(Fyzee p. 154) 
';'9 
Irrevocable Divorce - lia (Vow of continence); 
In this type of irrevocable divorce, a husDand taKes 
vow of continence and swears not to have sexual relations 
with ,his wife. The maximum term for abstaining is four months. 
If a reconciliation is made during this period, the vow is 
invalid. But if no reconciliation is made and the term expires 
the marriage becomes irrevocably dissolved according to Hanafi 
law, and no legal procedure is necessary. (Fyzee 197^ ^ : p. 162; 
Verma, 1971: p. 179-181; ^ uran - 11: 226) 
Zihar: 
This form of divorce was common during pre-Islamic 
periods when a man significantly said to his wife "thou art 
to me as the back of my mother" (Quran XXXIII: 1-4). As soon 
as these words were spoken, the relation between husband and 
wife ended as if by divorce but the wife was not free to leave 
her husband's house. She continued to live in the same house 
but was treated as a cteserte^ d wife because conjugal relations 
had ended forever (Muhammad All, 1917: pp. 1051-1053). 
Khula; 
This form of divorce is initiated by wife and is 
irrevocable. The Islamic law prescribe that when the parties 
disagree and" are *- of "the opinion that they cannot observe 
the bounds prescribed by law and cannot live like husband and 
wife, the wife can ask for KhuJa and release herself from the 
marriage tie. In return of getting a legal release or Khula^  
from her husband she is to return her husband^ property. The 
wife request the husband to release her and the husband agrees 
with the condition that the whole or part of the mahr be 
returned to the husband. 
When the divorce is initiated by the husband he is 
entitled to repudiate his wife. However, it is incumbent 
upon him to pay her mahr and release her in kindness, Khul 
is a divorce initiated by the wife and when granted, she 
returns the mahr to her husband. A payment for release from 
marriage tie] 
There could be many reasons for a women to wish to 
dissolve her marriage and these have been discussed earlier 
in this Chapter. In case of Khul<».^ she will have to return 
to him the mahr and other marriage gifts for the compensation 
of his marital as well as moral loss, and once the husband 
receives the mahr he is free from the marriage bonds. But 
if a man mistreats his wife and pressurises her to seek self 
redemption, the marriage will be dissolved but she will not 
return anything (Hamilton, 1982: pp. 117-118; 113). 
Divorce before Marriage Consumation; 
If after the marriage and before the consumation of 
marriage the husband desires to divorce his wife, it will be 
, , -f 
irrevocable and no >vatting period is desired for her, Quran 
refers to this as, 
"It is no sin for you if ye divorce while vet 
ye have not touched them .... " (Quran : II : 236). 
If a marriage portion has already been appointed one half 
Qf it should be offered to the wife unless the wife herself 
wishes to forego the mahr. 
Islam has made strict rules for divorce in order to 
check and impose a limit on divorce rates. At the time when 
divorce is pronounced few conditions must be obtained. The 
husband must be in normal mental condition, free from emotional 
disturbances, sane and fully conscious, free from any kind of 
intoxication otherwise his pronouncement will not be valid. 
There must be firm intentions on his part to dissolve the 
marriage. He should not do so under any external pressure and 
against his will, and above all he must be of age.The wife should 
not be pregnant and should be in a state of purity. These 
requirements should be fulfilled in order to avoid rash, 
thoughtless or irresponsible decisions. A marriage, in Islam, 
is a God given blessing and a means of love and compassion and 
it desires from the parties to maximize the probability of 
continued marital happiness. The Holy Quran describes the 
ordinance of compassion and kindness as supreme moral principle 
of marital relationships. Despite many precautions,if circums-
tances that upset and disturb the marital harmony occur, divorce 
can be sought. If these circumstances are unavoidable and 
differences between tht? partners reach to such a point that 
to 
nothing can help them/be bridged, divorce is prescribed as 
the very last resort (Ali, 1917: pp. 104-109 and 1051-1053). 
As it has been pointed out earlier, Islam permits divorce 
as a last and most detestable resort. It is subject to 
formalities which recommend a revocation of a hurried or and 
hasty resolution. Three successive declarations of divorce 
at a months interval are necessary in order to make divorce 
irrevocable. But before pronouncing divorce attention should 
be paid to the source of conflict. Husband and wife should 
judge each other as total human beings and to search their 
own selves. They should act patiently and with responsibility 
so as not to cause any humiliation and pain to each other. It 
should be their joint obligation to settle their differences 
together peacefully. They should cooperate with each other 
in order to settle the matter peacefully. And finally, if 
they fail to settle the matter between themselves, a council 
of two judges, one from each party, should be selected to look 
into the situation and try to settle the dispute. Thus Quran 
reveals, 'And if ye .... aware' (Quran : IV : 35). But if the 
arbitrators fail and recommend a divorce as the only solution, 
it should be entered into, unless the disputants themselves 
choose a reconciliation. 
'<^o 
A Man's Right to Divorce; 
Many western writers like Levy (1957) seem to imply 
that the right of divorce is exclusively for men. In fact 
men and women are equally bestowed with the right to seek 
and obtain the divorce in case of an unsuccessful marriage. 
Though the mechanisms vary from case to case as Fyzee (1964) 
puts it. Some channels are open to men only, some to women 
and some to both of them with or Without partners'consent and 
judicial intervention. 
In Islam a man usually initiates the marriage by 
proposing and further settles the dower (Mahr) for her. He 
is responsible for her maintenance and guardianship of the 
wife and household. In view of these factors the man is 
allowed,in certain cases, to initiate and pronounce the 
dissolution of marriage. But he is to do so with certain 
restrictions that is with equality and kindness. 
Some interpreters think that it is unlikely for a 
Muslim husband to divroce his wife merely for insignificant 
and trivial reasons specially considering general detestability 
of divorce in Islam along with the Prophet's description of a 
good spouse and the man's investment in marriage^ ( Fyzee, 1964), 
A man, in Islam, is not given the absolute authority as far as 
divorce is concerned and he is warned against the abuse of 
this practice. There are limited conditions in which he can 
divorce his wife without her consent or without the permission 
of law. Such cases will bp dl'-cussed later on. 
The jWoman's Right to Divorcer 
In Islam the right of divorce can be excercised by 
both men and women. The wife is entitled to initiate and 
claim dissolution of her marriage, whereas the husband can 
pronounce divorce. This she can do without the consent of 
her husband but she must claim divorce before a Qazi. If 
the wife has valid reasons for divorce and she has been 
betrayed she may initiate and obtain a divorce through 
judicial processes. And if she has genuine reasons discussed 
earlier the consent of the husband is immaterial. In such a 
case it is the duty of the authority to help her in gaining her 
freedom-and free from the marital bond. (Muhammad Ali, 1917: 
pp. 101-106). 
Islam gives preference to the divorce by mutual consent. 
Islam does not recognize a marriage that is not functional and 
effective. It demands a successful marriage or no marriage 
at all. If the marriage does not serve its objectives effectiv-
ely it may be terminated by divorce with conservation of all 
rights of both the parties. (Wuhammad Ali, 1917: p. 106) 
Islam commands the marital partners to live in kindness 
or to part with decency and kindness. It also commands them to 
exectt maximum efforts to make the marriage successful and to 
do everything that reduces the inconveniences of marriage 
dissolution. (Quran-XXIV : 32 ). 
Khula is one form of such divorce in which a woman 
initiates for the divorce but husband has to give his 
consent too. This type of divorce is by mutual consent in 
which both husband and wife decide to separate and even if 
the wife demands the separation, husband gives his consent 
to enable the wife to gain her freedom. The termination of 
marital relationship is not always a private concern between 
husband and wife. If a marriage is found to be void or technically 
incomplete it must be dissolved by the authorities. In this 
case the consent of husband and wife does not have much value 
(Quran IV: 35). 
Coming back to the subject of divorce, if the husband 
is unable to pay the mahr as specified in the marriage contract 
or if he is unable to provide his wife with necessities, one 
finds that if the conditions specified in the marriage contract 
are not fulfilled, the wife can demand the dissolution of 
marriage (Verma,1971: pp. 59-60). 
Other situation where a wife is entitled to dissolve 
marriage is the condition where if both spouses are non-Muslim, 
the wife adopts Islam whereas the husband does not then under 
these circumstances the wife nas the right to claim the disso-
lution of marriage. 
VI 
The consequences ot Divorce; 
Divorce gives Doth the parties a chance no realise 
and rectify theii mistakes and strengthen the chance of 
readjustment in future. Following are the conseauences of 
divorce. 
The Waiting Periodt 
Iddat or waiting period is the immediate consequence 
of divorce. The women is supposed to wait for three monthly 
courses to pass to establish that she is not pregnant. 
Islamic law recognizes only the legitimate descent and 
thus attaches considerable importance to it. The period of 
iddat is observed mainly in the interest of the wife. If the 
child is born subsequently its father may be responsible for 
his maintenance and upbringing. Secondly, in the interest of 
father so as to preserve his lineage. For this very reason 
every woman after divorce or the death of her husband is 
required to abstain for a prescribed period of time from 
entering into a fresh marriage contract. 
There are certain rules to be followed regarding iddat. 
If the marriage is consummated and then the wife is divorced 
she must observe iddat. the duration is three menstrual courses.© 
in case of pregnancy till delivery. If marriage is dissolved by 
death the period of iddat is of four months and ten days. 
If the marriage is not conajumraated iddat has to be 
observed only in case of death of her husband. These rules 
are the same for all schools of law (Hamilton,1982: p, 129; 
Verma 1971, pp. 59-60; Fyzee , 1964 pp. 108-110). 
Children's Custody: 
Another consequence of divorce is custody of children. 
According to Islamic rule the children, who are young, must 
stay with their mother. 
In Hanafi law the custody of an infant child belongs 
to the mother. The male child till the age of seven is also 
under the custody of her mother. In case of a female child, 
the age limit for staying under the mother's custody is until 
puberty. 
The mother has the custody of her minor children but 
this does not imply that the father has no right over his 
children after he divorces his wife. He is the legal guardian 
of his children and the financial responsibility falls on him. 
He has to bear full cost of their food, clothing, housing etc. 
(Fyzee,1964 , p. 198). 
The mother does not Lose- the custody of her children 
merely because she has been divorced or taken Khula, or has been 
separated from her husband. However, in case one of the parents 
converts to a non-Muslim then the othfer is entitled to me 
custody of children. 
Maintenance: 
The law of maintenance has become one of the most 
controversial issues recently in view of the well-known 
Shahbano Case. It would be appropriate to examine and analyse 
the interpretation of the Holy Quran along with the inter-
pretations of the various schools of jurisprudence and well-
noted interpreters of Islamic Law. 
According to the Holy Quran (II : 241), the husband 
who initiates divorce is obliged to maintain his wife for the 
entire period of iddat. He is expected to provide her all 
facilities to which she was entitled before the declaration of 
divorce. The wife has the right to stay in her husband's house 
and cannot be expelled from the house. The husband is fully 
responsible for food, clothing and for providing all necessities 
for his wife during the period of iddat. All schools of juris-
prudence and some noted interpreters of Quranic injunctions 
agree with this view, 
It may be noted that Verses II : 231 and 236 of the 
Holy Quran emphasize that a man should part honourably and 
generously from his divorced wife and that he must provide for 
her according to his means. This is considered as an obliqation, 
Most interpreters like Hamilton (1982), Ali ( 1917 )^ 
Tyabji ( 1940 ' '-y2ee ( 1974 ) etA nav- '-mohasized 
that maintenance ' - aue to a divorced woman only lurinq iddat 
and this implies timi it is not due thereafter, 
Dowry Settlement: 
Dower in Islam is described as the sum of money or 
the other property promised by the husband to the wife. 
According to Hamilton (I982;p. 44) "The payment of dower is 
enjoined by the law merely as a token of respect for its 
object (the woman) wherefore, the mention of it is not 
absolutely essential for the validity of a marriagejand,for 
the same reason, a marriage is also valid, although the man 
were to engage in thBcontract on the special condition that 
there should be no dower. •' 
The amount of dower can be settled at the time of 
marriage oi aft:?r wards. If no dov^ er is fixed at the 
marriage ceremony it has to be fixed on definite principles. 
According to Quranic Verse IV : 4, dowry should be 
given to every woman taken in marriage, so that she may begin 
her married life as an owner of property. Muhammad Ali (1917; 
pp. 200-201) considers that marriage is a means of raising the 
status of a woman and elevating her to a plane of equality 
with her husband (note 537) the Quran (IV : 19-20) further 
states that whatever is gifted to the wife should not be 
withdrawn by the husband. 
Women after divorce are fully entitled to receive mahr 
if divorce has taken place after the consummation of martiage. 
It is highly recommended for the man to kind and generous with 
her spoase and handover the dowry t.o her (Quran II ; 241). 
But in case the divorce had taken place before the consummatdon 
of marriage she is entitled only half of the dowry (Quran II : 
237). In all cases the emphasis is on the kindness, compassion 
and decency and gives marriage dissolution a moral colouring. 
Quran thus illustrates ... ^ For divorced woman a provision in 
kindness: a duty for those who ward off (evil) (Quran II : 241). 
In case of Khula.the wife is not entitled to the dower 
according to Hanafi school of law. But if the dower is already 
paid it is not refundable to the husband. In case of marriage 
being not Cimsuminated but full dower has been paid neither party 
can recover any dower from each other, (fyzee » 1974: p. i65)» 
(Verma, 1971'; Hamilton, 1982 p. 112-113). 
Re-Marriage; 
After the divorce is completed both man and woman are 
free from the marriage bonds and have the freedom to remarry. 
Islam does not expect them both to remain in lonliness for the 
rest of their lives. It provides men and women both to take 
a second chance and try to settle in peace. They should keep 
their mistakes in view and use them as guiding force for a happy 
life when they remarry. 
Even if there is no union between the divorced parties 
they become free to remarry after their period of iddat. 
in 
Though there are many grounds to dissolve a marriage 
contract, all these various alternatives are provided to 
redeem it even after dissolution. This could be a reason for 
gradual transition from a pre-Islamic society which was 
diversified to a new expansive Muslim society (Quran : II : 
232-235). 
I N H E R I T A N C E A N D S U C C F S S I 0 N 
Inheritance laws in any religion and society are 
connected to its kinship structure and are indicative of 
the principles of kinship organization. In pre-Islamic 
Arabia, the main criterion for inheritance was the strength 
contributed to the tribe through participation in popular 
sport of tribal warfare (Smith, 1885 : pp. 62-63). 
The lav€ of inheritance are indicative of the direction 
of social change as well as intra-familial relationships. 
According to the ancient Greek law, a daughter did not inherit 
either before or after marriage because she was considered 
incapable of participating in the domestic religion. In 
Roman law, the married daughter could not inherit from her 
father since she was expected to adopt her husband's religion and 
renuncla^ te.. her father's religion after marriage. 
In Islam the law of inheritance did not mean a complete 
deviation from the preceding traditions. The cu'=;toms -'ere 
blended with "revelations" and combined the old with the new 
which gave rise to the different set of laws (Fyzee, 1974 ; 
p. 386-400). 
Ibne Xhaldoon (1938) very correctly lescribe'^  these 
laws of inheritance as " craft connected "/ith calcula-
tions, that deals 'A/i t^  che determining of the correct lar-t 
of an estate for tne Legal heirs." Islam has laid down very 
soecific rules of liiheritane:^ . It is also si ^ni*'leant to 
note that inspitP of great emphasis on Is) amir brc-r/riPrhood, 
the basis of IsjHmSf; inheritance is not the reliqious 
1 l i 
brotherhood but kinship. Legal rights are determined by 
blood relationships. 
There are foj' schools of Islamic jurisprudence 
Hanafi, Maliki, Shafii and Hambali. The present discussion 
highlights Hanafi code of law as this iS'.wiplely'followed. 
Islamic lav of inh9-~itance differs in many ways from 
the pre-Islamic Arabianlaw particularly in the classification 
of heirs, grounds of inheritance and inclusion and exclusion of 
members from the inheritance. One of the main ooints of 
difference is that the female and cognates became eligible 
to inherit under Islamic law. Females were completely 
excluded from inheritance in pre-Islamic times. Secondly, 
the female share was some-times equal to the share of her male 
counter-part as in case of mother who inherits equally with the 
father of the deceased, or as in case of uterine sister, who 
inherits equally with the uterine brother (Quran-IV : 11-13, 175) 
And thirdly,a wife or husband was made an heir and heiress 
respectively. Apart from this, certain general principles 
underline the actual application of the law. For example, 
Islam does not recognise birth right. Rights to inherit 
accrue only on the death of a certain person (Fyzee, 1974 : 
p. 382). 
Islamic law of inheritance certainly checks the concen-
tration of wealth and encourages Its' wide circulation. It 
creates -J social sentiment of sharinq an<:^ cooperation and 
regulates the exercise of oersonaj freedorfi n^d rights and 
•) 11 
promotes kin solidarity without favouritism or prejudice 
(Quran-VII : 7). 
Laws of Inheritance in Pre-Islamic Arabia; 
In pre-Islamic Arabia, succession was through nearest, 
male agnates known as asabat. Females and their descendants 
were excluded from inheritance. Preference was given to 
descendants, ascendants and collaterals in the descending 
order. In cases where agnates were distantly related, the 
property was divided on a percapita'basis(Fyzee, 1974 : 
pp. 388-391). 
Islamic Law of Inheritance; 
The Hanafi law retained some of the principles of 
the pre-Islamic law. However, unlike the pre-Islamic law, 
Islamic law gave the right of inheritance to women. Accor-
dingly then, the husband was wife's heir and the wife was 
the husband's heir. Females and their descendants were allowed 
to inherit from parents and ascendents were given the right 
to inherit along with male descendants. The Holy Quran has 
specifically ordained distribution of property/wealth propor-
to 
tionatpi.y^ each ascendant/descendant and collateral relatives 
(Qurar. ; IV : 8-12, 177). Each person, depending on the 
proximitY of his/her relationship to the deceased, was 
antitinri to 3 'share' after the oaytnent of debts etc. 
i \ ' t . 
Thus, all sons regardless of their age were assured of a portion 
of inheritance. At the sametime, fathers, brothers, mothers, 
wives and daughters were also entitled to secure a share (Quran-
B/ : 7-11 : 180, 240). In case a testator desired to bequest his 
property/ wealth to an adopted child or anyone else, he was 
entitled to bequest to the extent of onethird of his/her remai-
ning property (i.e. after payment of all debts). The Holy Quran 
does not bestow any special rights to the first born son. Infact 
all sons inherit equal portions of their fathers' estate, while 
daughters receive shares in proportion of one share to every two 
shares received by the sons. In case there are no sons, the 
only daughter receives one half of the property/wealth and if 
there are two or more daughters, they share two thirds of the 
entire estate after payment of debts etc. (Levy, 1957: pp.144-146) 
It should be pointed out, that Islagiic law makes no 
distinction between moveable and immovable property. Nor ooes 
it recognize a birth right. Infact, rights to inheritance 
accrue only after the death of a certain person (Tyabii, lQ4n') . 
Unlike Greek and Roman Law Where inheritance was ieterminec by 
the domestic religion and also unlike pagan Arabian customs where 
inheritance was basically determined bv so called 'comradeship 
in arms' j the Islamic •y^tem is based on the rationale of b3 li-
neal celationship through paternal or maternal line -^r,o thvoMgh 
msivjage. The Isiamii. -vsten^ :oinpletc^ lv excludes i nh'-r i i ^, .-•• e 
or> the oasis of •jdootior nc .^rbitrarv re'h: tionship. Thf ' ini 
of will was held in checK oy certain measures. The Wnjy Prophet 
had urged all Muslims to write their wills as soon as possible and 
have it certified by two qualified witnesseSlBukhari) . Followers 
of Islam were forbidden to make a will in favour of prospective heirs. 
One could not dispose more than one third of hi"^  total property bv 
will without the approval of future heirs (Fyzee, 1974 : 366-390). 
In Islam, sex, age or order of birth of the heirs does not constitute 
a total impediment to eligibility for inheritance. Islam entitled 
mothers, wives, sisters, daughters, invalids and minors of both sexes 
to a fixed share. There is no distinction between father and mother 
or first born or the last born sons, married or unmarried daughters 
and even the children of free as well as the slave mothers who have 
same right of inheritance. It does not allow favouritism among heirs. 
Classification of Heirs; 
Heirs are classified according to their eligibility to inherit. 
Both Sunni and Shia school"^  o-f^  Islamic law observe the follo'«'ing 
principle: 
(a) Ascriptive relationship through descent 
(b) Affinal relationship through marriage and/or concubinage* 
The heirs under thes?^  category are basically the ^ame ir ^11 
schools of Islamic jurisprudence. There are only minor technical 
differences. However, the Manafi scale of distribution was taken here 
as generally representing nhf Sunni interpretation of law. A-~(,rl^ n.i 
to which there are three oiinnDaJ classes of heirs: 
l.The Quranic Primary Heirs; "'ni'- '.ategory includes recipienr^ v* -ixed 
shares. These are tour mal'- -ino -^ ight female subclasses. 
* Concubinage which is only for female slaves is differentiated ^rom 
marriage with free women* Sven for concubinage certain bound* are 
laid down (Quran-IV : 24)* The child from relationship is ooMsidered 
legitimate (Levy, 1957: pp. 136). 
Male Shares: 
a) The husband 
b) The father 
c) 'True' grand father 
d) The uterine brother 
Female Shares; 
a) The wife 
b) The mother 
c) 'True' grand mother 
d) Uterine Sister 
e) The daughter 
f) The son's daughter 
g) The germane sister 
h) The sister of same father but not the same mother 
Each of the above mentioned heirs receive a prescribed 
share. Thus, the surviving spouse always inherits and the 
husband or wife is an heir by affinity. The husband receives 
half of the deceased wife's estate while the wife receives 
one eight of the deceased husband's estate if there are 
children and one fourth if there are no children. In case 
of polygynous marriage, all wives share one eight or one 
fourth among themselves. 
Sgo''^  father A'HI always Inherit but ejo'^ (• ether's 
father is excluded by -?qo's father. The fatht;r inherits in 
two •iitt<^r'-"Tt c a p a c i t i e s i.e. as nu^rMrm ano '^- eQi* •- t a t h ^ r . 
However, s daughter or H gj.stej inhi-^rit^ e i t h ' T a? - cognate 
or as an agnate but not in both c a p a c i t i e s (Fyzee , 1974, p . 406). 
The son tf not among the s t r i c t l y olefined Quranic s h a r e r , but he 
i s a s p e c i a l agnate who cannot be excluded by any h e i r s of any 
c a t e g o r y . Ra the r , the son i s in a p o s i t i o n to exclude o t h e r 
h e i r s , ( a ^ ^ x ' ^ - t I V ) . 
2 , Agnatic H e i r s ; 
The agnate is a male who is related to the deceased 
through another male or through a pair of a male and a female. 
A consanguine brother and a germane brother, respectively, 
belong to this category. They receive a share whatever is left, 
if any, after the distribution among the first principal class; 
but no share if the primary sharers exhaust the entire property. 
3, Nonagnatic, Non-Quranic Heirs: 
A daughter's child is classified as a non-Quranic and 
non-agnatic heir. The non-agnate h^irs inherit when Quranic 
shares go by default. Such non-agnates are: 
Daughter's children; Sister's children; Brother's daughters; 
Uterine brother's daughters; Mother's brothers and sisters; 
Mother's brother's daughters; and Mother's father. 
Bars to inheritance; 
Islamic law has also defined different conditions 
under which heirs are excluded from inheritance. There are: 
Homicide; 
A person cannot inherit from the property of the 
deceased (no matter how closely related he/she may be 
e.g. parent-child, husband-wife etc.) if he/she has directly 
or indirectly caused the death of the person from whom he/she was 
entitled to inherit. (Fyzee, 1974 : p. 395). The person is 
totally debarred from inheriting the property of the murdered. 
Moreover, the basis of inheritance among relatives is mutual 
benevolence and solidarity and it's purpose is to foster such 
family sentiments. 
Difference of Religion; 
By and large, jurists believe that non-muslims are 
not eligible to inherit from Muslims. But this prohibition 
does not apply as far as the will of the testator is concerned. 
If, a Muslim wishes to will part of his property to a non-
Muslim, he/she may do so under the provision of Islamic law. 
In short, a non-Muslim can not inherit from the property of 
his Muslim relative unless a will has been made infavour of 
the non-Muslim relative. (Fyzee, 1974 ; p. 395), 
Slavery; 
The s l a v e s do n o t owr any p r o p e r t y , s o t h e chance of hi.-
leav'jtiq any i n h e r i t a b l e p r o p e r t y does not a r i s e . However, U 
t.ntr" d e s e a s e d i s s u r v i v e d o n l y by -> s l a v e r e l a t i v e , t he DioDeivv 
^nouln be so ld and the OTDCO^OS used to se t the SIHV;- i r e ' - . 
According to some j u r i s t s nhe p rope r ty should go to <•)-,{_, 
publ ic t r e a s u r y . Other than t h i s c a s e , the s lave i- not 
allowed to i n h e r i t from n i s free ' ieceased r e l a t i v e ( L e w , 
1957 : p . 7 8 ) . 
Complete Exclusion; 
Some legitimate heirs are excluded completelv trem 
inheritance if some closer relative of lineal proximity to 
the deceased are alive. The mutual respon^ ^ ibilitv among the 
rel-tives is distributed on the basis of lineal proximity. 
Since the rule is based on the principle of reciprocal p'~ioritv 
of obligations and rights, it is probably felt that the 
reciprocal benefits, like inheritance right, too should be 
similarly treated. Therefore a relative like the deceased ego's 
father's father cannot inherit if deceased ego's father or 
mother or any oth-^ r relrtive of first grade is alive. In the 
same way ego's son's children will not inherit from, ego's 
father's father if ego dies while ego's father survives 
(Fyzee, 1970 ; p. 406-407). Th-? general rule is that a 
brother who is related to the deceased (like the father or son) 
does not inherit in case of the survival of the latter. 
Partial Exclusion: 
The heirs under this category cannot be excluded 
completely from inheritance though their shares may vary. 
Thf Husband's share depends upon nhe surv iva j ')t rhf 
deceased w i f e ' s c h i l d r e n . If shf; i.e-w% behind one oi 
more c h i l d r e n , the husbandfs share Is r'-'duced from one 
half to one four th of the t o t a l p r o p e r t y . Th« sarrie 
p r i n c i p l e s of p a r t i a l e x c l u s i o n apply to the sl^ive, the 
wives , sons , d a u g h t e r s , b r o t h e r s , s i s t e r s ann sn on. I t 
i s noteworthy t h a t the p a r t i a l l y excluded oe r son , sometimes, 
becomes t o t a l l y exc luded . For example, the d e c e a s e d ' s s i s t e r ' s 
share w i l l be reduced 'from one half to one t h i r d if another 
s i s t e r j o i n s h e r . But i f t h e r e i s a son of the f a t h e r 
of the deceased among the h e i r s , the s i s t e r wi l l be excluded 
t o t a l l y . 
There are certain heirs who cannot be excluded entirely. 
These primary heirs are the spouses (the husband and th" •^ 'ife) , 
both parents and children (sons and daughters) of the deceased. 
Their share may be reduced or adjusted but cannot be excluded 
totally by any other surviving heirs (Fyzee, 1970 : pp. 413-44C; 
Ahmad, 1956 : p. 508). 
Female Share; 
The case of the wife in this respect is oarticularly in-
tef-es'ting as she inherits one half of the husband's share if 
she is the survivor. It is probably because both husband 
and wife are the owners of their properties independently of 
each other. The property of the Muslim husband is usually 
more than his wife's. Thus his arithmatically larger (^ ) share 
may i n f a c t be equal or even ies^- than hi;-, w i f e ' s m^ io ;-^  i 
{•j) s h a r e . The husband'<= share in the p rope r ty ot m - - n t e 
i s j u s t double of what the w i f e ' s share i s in her husDaod's 
p r o p e r t y . But i f the value of both the sha res i s almost 
the same, and the value of t h e i r shares are d i f f e r e n t , they 
are not n e c e s s a r i l y unequal in the f i n a l a n a l y s i s (Fyzee , 1974 
pp. 386-440) . 
It is argued that a woman receives half the shares of 
her male counter-parts of the same grade, because of the fact 
that in the Islamic system, a woman is free from the usual 
economic responsibilities. She is legally not supposed to 
support anyone, not even her own self. The Muslim law 
assures her adequate care. If she has no independent resources 
she is to be supported by her male relatives. A wife, no matter 
how wealthy she may be, has to be maintained by her husband. 
A mother is maintained by her son; a needy sister by her broth'^ r 
and a daughter by the father. A male's obligations to relatives, 
male and female alike, may well exceed what he could possibly 
inherit from anyone of them. The larger share of inheritance 
to the male is justified in terms of the manifold duties of the 
male. (Abdalati, 1975: p. 187-189), 
The rules of inheritance are thus quite clear and 
elaborate. It is obvious that those persons nearer in degree 
of relationship exclude the more remote relations. 
Among the heirs of the same degree, preference is given 
to Quranic heirs than to uterine heirs, 
In case of cLaimants on octl- t he o a t e r n a l anr; fj)at(^'nal 
s i d e s , t w o - t h i r d is ass igned r.c the r e l a t i v e s on the p a t e r n a l 
s ide and o n e - t h i r d to those jn the maternal s i d e . The s fa re 
i s d iv ided amongst a n c e s t o r s on the f a t h e r ' s and mo the r ' s 
s ide r e s p e c t i v e l y (Fyzee , 1974, pp. 436-37)» 
C O N C L U S I O N 
The present -^orK ^^/as unrtertaken to brin;- H • •(•;': 
salient features of tbe family in Islam. The -iOMi'•-- '•>-.' 
this theoretical study are the Holy Quran, the Ha'it-*>, the 
sunnah as well as the researches of various the'i I oi i iMS>, 
sociologists and jurists. The family structure ^^  -'D^ ilysed 
in terms of the characteristic prescription of Is.amic 
family, the marriage norms, customs, the laws of liuorce, 
inheritance and succession. 
The findings of this study indicate that Islan attaches 
great importance to family bonds and spiritual brothf-rhood. 
However, unlike the Hindu joint family, there are no pres-
cribed norms for a family to arrange itself on a joint 
family basis. The main idea is to provide continuity ='nd 
security to the institution of family. Blood ties sn^ ^ marital 
bonds are basic foundations of the family. The family 5/'^  rem 
is designed to maximize the "welfare of human beings. 
The Islamic sanction against the practice of mutah, 
common in pre-Islamic Arabia, points t'-^  the fact that the 
temporary establishment of the household is undesirable in 
Islam. Hov;ever, th3 children of mutah marriage are legitimate 
and have a share in the father's property. But the voman has 
no right to claim the maintenance after the alliance is over. 
She cannot inherit from l^ini through mutah. Levy (lQ57) an^ i 
Ameer (1965) have shown that though mutah is not practiced 
by Sunni Muslims, Shia Muslims consider mutah marriage as 
lawful. 
The rights and ant.ip^  of husband,wife, father, ar-ci 
mother are well deftnea. Fhouqh t'rv husband 1<^  cor^ s i Kr-red 
to be the head of the household, he has to respect me rights 
of his wife. Thus, inspite of the fact that the husband 
provides for his family, he cannot demand any work fronr. ner. 
The responsibility of the woman lies within the family unit. 
Much emphasis is laid on the honourable manner in which 
the husband is required to treat his wife (Quran -II : 229, 
IV : 34). It is, therefore, surprising that in practice the 
Muslim women are denied the rights which are so lavishly 
prescribed by Islam. Yet, scholars acclaim the reform made 
in this direction as one of the greatest contributions of 
Islam. According to Levy, " The greatest of Muhammad' s 
reformseffectim the status of vvomen came in the m.atter of 
their relationship with opposite sex." (Levy, 1957 : p. 100). 
Many Muslim scholars are of the opinion that the status 
of woman has been raised considerably by Islam. But th-^ re is 
another group of scholars like Smith (1885) and Patai (1959) 
who insist that Islam has reduced the freedom of woman which 
she enjoyed in pre-Islamic times. They proclaim that in 
Islamic system she is virtually no better than a chattel. 
Islamic tenets enjoin that a husband must treat his 
wife with respect, kindness and equity. If he has other wives, 
all should be treated equally. It is further elaborated that 
equality does not mean equal treatment in matters of boarding, 
lodging or clothing but rather equity in love, affection and 
esteam are important, liw^ T^nperical research ano we; • .'lai 
experiences reveal that :;o-V'*ives are rarely tr-^ ateo -rii-
tably. In fact, men generajly take a second wife when they 
become dissatisfied with the first for any or no reasons 
[Saiyed (1976), Jacobson (1976), Nanda (1976)], inspite of 
Holy Quran's command that if equality among wives i? not 
possible then marry only one (Quran-II : 228). 
Before Islam, the only restriction on polygynous 
marriages was limited income. The Holy Quran enacted' that 
a man may marry more than one -ife at a time only if the 
man could treat all wives equally. However, the Holy j^uran 
visualizes the impractical nature of such a condition, and 
in the next verse forbids uolygyny if the conditions are 
not satisfied. The believing Muslims have conveniently 
ignored the vjarning and take to polygynous marriages. 
The redeeming feature, however, is that according to a 
newspaper report in 1976 only about 4.5/ of Muslim men enter 
into polygynous unions and that as compared to Muslims, the 
incidence of polygynous marriages among non-Muslims is higher'_ 
Marriage is a highly recommended religious act. Yet 
marriage is a social contract and not a holy sacrament. The 
norms regarding the contractual aspect of marriage are clear. 
It is a commitment made by partners to one another for 
mutual fulfilment and sharing together the joys and hardships 
of life. Islam favours marriage as a means to emotional and 
sexual vp-?tifi cation and as - -neci-'-inicn, which leads t( 
legitimate orocreation and lociai placement. 
Since marriage is a contract, it can like all oth'-x 
contracts, be dissolved. The right to dissolve a marriage 
is given to both men and women but divorce has been subject 
to special disapproval and is frov/ned upon. 
Divorce is considered lawful and obligatory only if 
there is no conceivable way of reconciling the spouses. 
Infact commentators on the Holy Quran have pointed out that 
divorce is a necessary evil. 
However, according to Islam divorce should be pro-
nounced only after serious thought "'hen all attempts at 
reconciliation fail . Though it is implicitly stated that 
there should be strong reasons for seeking divorce, yet one 
finds that men can pronounce divorce for no reason at all. 
It is argued that Muslim women too can claim khula for no 
reasons but such instances are very rare. Muslim men have 
been known to exercise the right of divorce rather frequently 
and sometimes without much thought (Batty, 1976)«Such indiscre-
minate pronouncement of divorce down grades the ric^ts and 
status of women. The Holy Quran has given the right to women 
for obtaining the separation on reasonable grounds. According 
to Ameer (1965 : p. 244) Muhammad restrained the power of 
divorce possessed by husbands and gave woman the right of 
obtaining a separation on reasonable grounds. 
1 
Accor^irac rx i-l-^ 'nir teachinqs the odient-"hi "i ;^  
relationship i'^  j-^ s- re Tiutual obligations an i.:ciDrocal 
arrangements. [i Is built into th^ ^ r^ligio-morHi system 
of Islam to be kino n^ci supportive to the parents, specially 
in their old age. It is a Muslim's religious duty t© be •bedient 
to his parents. But oarents cannot exoect obedience for 
anything wrong. For example, if the parents endanger his 
spiritual welfare or try to alieniate him from God, he is 
under no obligation to obey them. In any case, the child 
is not expected to be either indiscriminately submissive or 
irresponsibly defiant Children must be allowed a certain 
measure of freedom to develop their personalities so that 
their individualism may not be forced to submerge. 
Islam does not insist on religious uniformity of all 
family members. • Muslims are expected to be socialized enough 
to accomodate one another inspite of their differences. An 
effective start to'vards this begins at home by inculcating 
basic principles of human relations. Also this situation of 
a Muslim marrying a vvoman from amongst the "People of Book" 
demands avoiding apathy and authoritarianism and to devise 
some integrative mechanisms whereby the collectivism and 
individualism can coexist and interact to their mutual 
benefits. 
One of the major reforms was probably the introduction 
into family life of new religious element that changed the 
moral character and brought about a new definition of the 
situation ••no^ tly manifested In th^- irer, vi ' amily -^ t-^ oiMty. 
According to Stern (1939 : pp. 70, 104, LOT) the oui st.inding 
feature of ore-Islamic Arabia was the looseness of marriage 
ties and the lack of any legal system for it's regulation. 
Islam brought about the stability into the institution of 
marriage. 
The rules of inheritance and succession indic-'te that 
the unequal and unjust treatment given to "'omen in ore-Islamic 
Arabia was put right by the Islamic teachings. The women were 
given right to inherit property not only of their father and 
mother, but also of their brothers, sisters and husband. 
This was very important steo in enhancing the oosition 
of "/omen. Scholars, however, argue that the prooortion of 
inherited property is far less in case of women. The justi-
fication given is that maintenance is the responsibility of 
their fathers and husbands because men are the bread winner, 
because the women holds her ov.'n independent property and 
because she can inherit from her father's as well as husband's 
property therefore the woman's share is half that of a male. 
This argument is questionable in the present time. "Vith the fast 
Changing economy and the scarcity of goods, the strict 
division of labour is no longer feasible. Statistics reveal 
that more women are joining the workforce and that in some 
cases the women have to earn in order to supplement their 
husband's income (Myrdal, 1968; Moore, 1960, 1961; Misra, 1964, 
1966) . 
To summarize, this ?tudy was an attempt tc identity 
and delineate the structure of family in Islam. The theo-
retical model that emerges as a result of this investigation 
takes into consideration the norms regarding family life and 
welfare, rules of marriage, the laws pertaining to divorce, 
inheritance and succession. 
This study has enabled us to understand the nature 
of Quranic injunctions in relation to the family. It has 
brought into focus some very important controversies and 
contradictions in the various interpretations of the Quranic 
injunctions. This work was however, limited in the scope as 
it dealt mostly with only the Sunni-Hanafi interpretation. 
The scope of the study can be further expanded by making 
a comparative exposition of the other schools of jurisprudence. 
Such interpretations could hopefully lead towards a more 
comprehensive understanding of the family in Islam. These 
models could be fruitfully utilized in empirical research on 
Muslim kinship family and marriage. 
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